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ABSTRACT
MIDDLE SCHOOL GIRLS AND ONE STEM OST PROGRAM

Andrea Holba, Ed.D.
Department of Leadership, Educational Psychology, and Foundations
Northern Illinois University, 2015
Elizabeth Wilkins, Director

This dissertation examines motivation in middle school girls involved in one STEM OST
program. Specifically, motivation is examined through four distinct components. These
components are attention, relevance, confidence, and satisfaction. Although these components
are unique, they cumulatively create a holistic picture of motivation in program design. The
middle school girl participants were observed at program workshops and personal interviews.
Exploring program design elements through this lens of motivation was a qualitative effort to
both understand how participants respond to design elements and what might encourage future
participation in STEM activities.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

Currently, the pipeline of U.S. science, technology, engineering, and mathematics
(STEM) graduates and professionals, especially women, is not sufficient to meet current STEM
needs (Atkinson & Mayo, 2010). From a gender equity standpoint, many organizations have
heavily invested in increasing the number of females in the STEM pipeline. Since 1994, the
American Association of University Women (AAUW) and the National Science Foundation
have contributed almost $90 million to assist projects and programs with this goal in mind
(AAUW, 2004). Even so, there have been few significant gains in the number of women in
STEM college majors and careers (Marra, Peterson, & Britsch, 2008). Research suggests that
the underrepresentation of women in STEM careers is not a result of gender discrimination, but
rather factors such as gender expectations, stereotypes, and career preferences that are developed
even before adolescence (Ceci &Williams, 2010a; Ferriman, Lubinski, & Benbow, 2009;
Ginther & Kahn, 2006). Markow and Moore (2001) found that middle school girls developed
negative attitudes about their mathematics and science abilities even when their abilities
remained fairly consistent with those of boys throughout elementary school. These negative selfperceptions have been shown to lead to decreased enrollment and participation in science and
mathematics courses throughout high school and higher education, thus resulting in fewer STEM
jobs filled by women (Koppel, Cano, Heyman, & Kimmel, 2003).
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To help close the gender gap in STEM careers to reach globally competitive levels,
research suggests that middle school grades, especially middle school girls in grades six through
eight, are a prime target for exposure to in-school and out-of-school STEM programming
(Barton, Tan & Rivet, 2008). In fact, Maltese and Tai (2010) found that middle school girls who
revealed an interest in STEM were twice as likely to pursue long-term STEM endeavors. To
create ongoing STEM interest for middle school girls, out-of-school STEM programs may be a
good option.
A study in 2003 from the Harvard Family Research Project found that in-school exposure
to STEM content for both boys and girls was not always sufficient and that out-of-school time
(OST) in STEM helped develop confidence and increase motivation in STEM areas. Many
organizations can partner with schools in STEM OST learning, defined as learning that occurs
outside of the regular school day. These organizations include businesses, corporations,
universities, libraries, museums, non-profit community organizations, after-school academic
programs, and community service programs (Weiss, Coffman, Post, Bouffard, & Little, 2005).
In an effort to create meaningful STEM partnerships, Subramaniam, Ahn, Fleischmann, and
Druin (2012) noted that the National Science Foundation (NSF), in its Strategic Plan for Fiscal
Years 2011–2016, “has clearly indicated its intention to invest innovative learning tools that
utilize emerging technologies developed from partnerships among scientists, educators, and
engineers” (p. 162). These partnerships may help create increased interest and motivation
among middle school girls in STEM OST programs.
Although numerous STEM OST programs for girls exist, there are mixed results
regarding their effectiveness to promote motivation and future participation (Lauer et al., 2006).
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In fact, gender equity researchers have found that while many STEM OST programs exist, there
is limited research on the evaluation of these programs (Mosatche, Matloff-Nieves, Kekelis, &
Lawner, 2013; Turner, 2012). Subotnik, Edmiston, and Rayhack (2007) found that out of 117
after-school and summer STEM programs for K-12 students, only 34 had written desired
outcomes for the programs, making evaluation of the programs very difficult. One strategy to
evaluate STEM OST programs for middle school girls is through an instructional design
perspective, as opposed to strictly analyzing what content is being taught.
Instructional design, defined by Gustafson and Branch (2002), is “a systematic process
that is employed to develop education and training programs in a consistent and reliable fashion”
(p. 17). This “systematic process” can reveal if STEM programs are meeting desired, written
outcomes to motivate learners. Examining the instructional design of STEM OST programs for
middle school girls is one evaluative strategy in determining the effectiveness of these programs
in terms of learner motivation (Turner, Warzon, & Christensen, 2011). Pierce, Bolt, and Vandell
(2010) found that participation in high-quality after-school academic programming, defined by
specific instructional design components, aided in children’s overall motivation and engagement
with the academic content explored within those programs. Further research also suggests that
OST programs for K-12 learning that had good staff-participant relationships, multiple hands-on
opportunities, student-guided learning, and choice led to increased motivation, higher grades,
improved study skills and work ethic, and improved social connections (Eccles & Gootman,
2002; Mahoney, Parente, & Lord, 2007; Vandell, Pierce, & Lee, 2005). However, Pierce et al.
(2010) have also noted that additional research is needed for overall OST program design
evaluation in relation to desired specific instructional outcomes. They have called for the
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“examination of how specific after-school program features, rather than overall program quality,
may be uniquely associated with child development outcomes” (p. 2).
One OST organization for girls, The Girl Scouts of America, is contributing in an effort
to create strong, confident girls motivated and competent in STEM. Girl Scouts STEM OST
programming aims to close the STEM gender gap by increasing motivation for middle school
girls (Girl Scout Research Institute, 2012). Subotnik et al. (2007) stated that “during the middle
school years, when interests are extremely malleable and key decisions are made based on
interest, very few STEM-related programs for middle school students reinforce deep existing
interests that prepare individuals for careers in these fields” (p. 33). The Girl Scouts offer
multiple STEM programs for middle school girls that aim to create lasting impacts.
To help more clearly understand the connections between instructional design,
motivation, and middle school girls in STEM OST programs, the ARCS Motivational Model was
chosen as the framework for this study (Keller, 1979). This model defines motivation and has
four instructional design components.

Framework

The ARCS Motivational Model

In John Keller’s (1979) Attention, Relevance, Confidence, and Satisfaction (ARCS)
Motivational Model, a model used to evaluate instructional design, Keller defines motivation as
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“that which accounts for the arousal, direction, and sustenance of behavior” (p. 27). The four
pieces of the model, although not designed by Keller with this specific context in mind, are
defined and explained in terms of middle school girls in STEM OST programs below.
Attention refers to the importance of gaining both the initial and ongoing interest of
learners and to provide a catalyst for learning. Initially, programs can utilize an unexpected
event to arouse curiosity. In STEM OST programs, this can range from loud noises from
unknown pieces of equipment to the sights and smells of unknown chemicals present in a room.
To maintain learner attention, Keller (2000) recommends using a variety of learning materials
and strategies (e.g., team problem solving, hands-on equipment use, and role playing). For
example, a STEM unit on the neurosystem and brain concussions required middle school girls to
create helmets with the best protective properties. The helmets were to be designed from various
materials to create protection for an egg, substituting as the brain. The chosen types and layering
of different materials as the helmet surrounding the egg could be tested to keep it from breaking.
To gain initial learner attention and peak curiosity, each middle school girl could be given an egg
without explanation upon entering the classroom.
Relevance refers to the importance of linking up with the personal needs, interests, and
outcomes of the learner. Here, the content being explored in the STEM OST program must have
some personal value to the learner. For example, middle school girls can explore the STEM
content from the example of engineering safer helmets to protect the brain through various
injuries from sports such as football, lacrosse, bicycling, and rock climbing, as these are relevant
to middle school students. Short video segments of head contact in various sports activities
could be shown to provide a visual link and increase the topic’s relevance.
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Confidence refers to helping the learner develop positive feelings and outcomes regarding
their personal achievements. Middle school girls can struggle with their feelings of STEM selfefficacy, regardless of academic abilities (Markow & Moore, 2001). Allowing these girls to
clearly understand expectations and offering a multitude of opportunities to reach these
expectations can aid in developing their overall self-efficacy and confidence. One strategy to
achieve confidence in STEM OST programs is to provide middle school girls with samples of
available materials they could use in designing their helmet. Hands-on opportunities with
various materials relevant to the project can help increase confidence as well as provide a
catalyst for ideas for their own project.
Satisfaction refers to providing a sense of accomplishment and meeting set expectations
(Keller, 1992). Keller (2000) describes satisfaction as “recognition and evidence of success that
support their intrinsic feelings and a belief that they have been treated fairly” (p. 2). For the
design project, middle school girls could make short videos of their eggs wearing their designed
helmets and demonstrate drops from various heights to display the effectiveness of their design.
Girls could get immediate feedback on their creations from their videos from both instructors and
other girls within the program to help bolster feelings of success and satisfaction.
These four areas were used to understand how to best motivate learners by the design of
instructional settings to best achieve that motivation and have been validated by additional
research (Farmer, 1989; Keller & Suzuki, 2004; Visser & Keller, 1990). Keller (1987a)
describes the motivational model as an attempt to bridge instructional planning and design with
what stimulates the learner.
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Theory Behind ARCS Model

John Keller’s model is a result of the work of many early social learning theorists such as
Bandura (1969) and Rotter (1966). The research of social learning theorists examines the
interaction between participants and their setting or environment. Keller’s model is an extension
of social learning theory as it pertains to motivational design in educational settings. Although
many types of motivational theories exist, the ARCS model is influenced by the expectancyvalue theory of motivation. Since the initial work of Atkinson in 1974 on expectancy-value
theory, many additional research studies have added to the literature. Wigfield and Eccles
(2000) suggest that many more recent research studies on expectancy-value theory elaborate on
just those two components, expectancy and value. In more recent models expectancy-value
theory expands to combine multiple facets and variables such as cultural factors, gender,
affective memories, an individual’s goals, and self-schemata (Eccles, 1983; Eccles, 1994;
Wigﬁeld, 1994; Wigﬁeld & Eccles, 1994). In Keller’s (1979) use of expectancy-value theory, he
slightly redefines Atkinson’s expectancy as the “subjective probability of success” or the selfperception in one’s ability to achieve a goal (p. 28). The other piece, value, is defined as “a
person’s preference for particular outcomes from among those that are potentially available” (p.
28). This definition of value is further clarified here for the ARCS model from the early
definition of Atkinson (1974) in achievement motivation, who framed the meaning of value very
generally within the context of personal motives. Motivation is therefore contextualized within
this two-piece construct of expectancy and value, helping to frame the following model of
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motivation. Figure 1 is a visual representation of the framework. Each component of the ARCS
model will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.

Figure 1: Visual representation of John Keller’s (2000) ARCS Motivational Model.
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Problem Statement
To remain a contender in a knowledge-based, global economy, the United States must
invest in quality education and programming to motivate young learners towards STEM degrees
and careers (Valla & Williams, 2012). While the National Research Council (NRC) revealed in
2012 that creating qualified STEM professionals is a critical educational goal for improvements
in sectors such as clean energy, medicine, and product innovation, Xie and Achen (2009) found
that bachelor’s degrees in the sciences have proportionally fallen over the past 25 years.
Especially lacking in the STEM pipeline are females. Researchers refer to a “leaky pipeline,” as
numerous studies have shown that many women who initially excelled at STEM and had high
interest did not go on to pursue higher education STEM courses, majors, and careers
(Blickenstaff, 2005; Mitchell & Hoff, 2006; Riegle-Crumb, Moore, & Ramos-Wada, 2011).
Brotman and Moore (2008) have cited numerous large-scale quantitative studies that suggest that
“girls’ overall attitude toward science is either less positive than boys’ or declines more
significantly with age” (p. 978). Perhaps due to social pressures, changing beliefs and attitudes,
and gender stereotypes, middle school girls seem to pull away from mathematics and science and
not view themselves as future STEM leaders (Fadigan & Hammrich, 2004). Warren (1990)
found that girls entering middle school considered a wide variety of possible career choices.
This spectrum began to dramatically decrease and become more limited as the girls entered high
school. It is therefore critical to motivate middle school girls towards pursuing future STEM
endeavors (Marra et al., 2008).
STEM OST programs for middle school girls are one avenue to motivate girls towards
filling the future needs of a changing society (Freeman, 2006). STEM OST programs for girls,
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especially middle-school girls, can increase motivation in STEM areas. Williams and Williams
(2011) stated that “the educational equivalent to ‘location, location, location’ is likely to be
‘motivation, motivation, motivation,’ for motivation is probably the most important factor that
educators can target in order to improve learning” (p. 2). While there is voluminous literature in
the area of educational motivation, most of the literature focuses on individual motivational
theory (Garcia, 1995; Pintrich & De Groot, 1990; Pintrich & Garcia, 1991; Schunk &
Zimmerman, 1994; Tuckman, 1993), rather than instructional design (Keller, 2000). Senge et al.
(1994) state that instructors should be “producers of environments wherein relationships are
fostered between people, students develop their own individual instruction plan, and a variety of
investigating system options replace the passive receipt of information” (p. 489). Active and
collaborative instructional design elements can serve as a catalyst to learner motivation. The
success of learner motivation in STEM education is then not all about what is taught, but also
how it is taught.

Purpose and Research Questions

The purpose of this study was two-fold: (1) analyze instructional design components of
one STEM OST program for middle school girls through the lens of the ARCS Motivational
Model; (2) examine the experience of the middle school girl participants through the same lens.
The study addressed the following research questions:
1. How is attention addressed through the STEM OST program design? How is
attention evidenced by middle school girls’ behaviors, reports, and reflections?
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2. How is relevance addressed through the STEM OST program design? How is
relevance evidenced by middle school girls’ behaviors, reports, and reflections?
3. How is confidence addressed through the STEM OST program design? How is
confidence evidenced by middle school girls’ behaviors, reports, and reflections?
4. How is satisfaction addressed through the STEM OST program design? How is
satisfaction evidenced by middle school girls’ behaviors, reports, and reflections?

Significance of the Study
This study is important because it informs educational STEM leaders on STEM OST
program design for middle school girls. It also helps create the link for educators between STEM
learning, motivation, and instructional design. The results of this study will add to the current
research on the STEM pipeline in this country, especially as it pertains to females. It will
contribute qualitative insights from middle school girls in regards to motivation and STEM
learning. Although voluminous research is available on motivation in STEM education
programs for girls, this study adds to that research by examining motivation through an
instructional design lens, specifically through the ARCS Motivational Model.

Methodology

A qualitative case study was used. Convenience sampling was used to select middle
school girl participants from an intact STEM OST program. Multiple data collection strategies
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were used, including interviews, observations, application materials, and surveys. Data were
collected from middle school girl participants, program leaders and mentors, and program
materials and lessons. Repeated exposure to the program helped to create rich, descriptive data
about the participants’ interactions with and reactions to the program. Both open coding and
axial coding were used to organize and analyze the data.

Definition of Terms

In an effort to provide clarity throughout this study, the following definitions are used.
1. Attention: Focuses on initial and maintained interest, perceptual arousal, and
curiosity in a learning environment (Keller, 2000).
2. Confidence: Defined by Keller (2000) as a learner having “positive expectancies
for success” (p. 2).
3. Instructional design: Defined by Gustafson and Branch (2002) as a “system of
procedures for developing education and training programs in a consistent and
reliable fashion that is creative, active, and iterative” (p. 17).
4. Middle school: Refers to grades six through eight.
5. Motivation: John Keller (1979) defines motivation as “that which accounts for
the arousal, direction, and sustenance of behavior” (p. 27).
6. OST: An acronym for out-of-school time; OST refers to time when children are
not in school.
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7. Relevance: Defined by Keller (2000) as “perceived value to the learner that
results from connecting the content of instruction to important goals of the
learners, their past interests, and their learning styles” (p. 2).
8. Satisfaction: Important for sustained motivation, Keller (2000) defines
satisfaction as “positive feelings about one's accomplishments and learning
experiences. It means that students receive recognition and evidence of success
that support their intrinsic feelings of satisfaction and they believe they have been
treated fairly” (p. 2).
9. STEM education: An acronym standing for science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics; STEM learning is an interdisciplinary, problem-solving
approach to learning these content areas.
10. STEM role model: Can include parents, teachers, or community members that
either work in STEM areas or inspire students’ participation in STEM
experiences.

Organization of the Study

This study is organized into five chapters. This first chapter offers information related to
the importance of the study, the problem and purpose statements, as well as a summary of the
methods, including four research questions to be explored. The second chapter includes a review
of the relevant literature about STEM standards and trends in education, barriers to girls and
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STEM education, and STEM OST programs. Chapter 2 also connects this literature to the
conceptual framework used in the study as it relates to learner motivation. The third chapter
describes the case study methodology used in this qualitative study. Data were collected from
application materials, observations, interviews, and surveys. The fourth chapter includes a
presentation of the findings from the data. The fifth and final chapter draws conclusions from the
findings and provides implications for future work.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

This chapter begins with a section dedicated to research on the state of a global US
economy and the need for STEM jobs and innovative solutions. It also will explore the
emergence of educational STEM standards to help reach new and improved STEM graduates.
The next section of this chapter will focus on literature surrounding females in STEM
careers and in earlier educational programs and experiences. It will explore recent trends in
STEM education, specifically the attitudes and motivations towards STEM education from
young female learners.
0

The final section of this chapter examines OST (out-of- school time) programs and the

data surrounding young children enrolled in such programs. This section will conclude
specifically with Girl Scouts STEM OST programming and how these programs can influence
success in the need for increased United States STEM talent.

A Need for STEM Understanding

There are not currently enough STEM graduates in the US, especially women, to meet
the demands of the 21st - century society and remain globally competitive. Historically, this
deficit in STEM areas was first nationally outlined by the National Commission on Excellence in
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Education. A Nation at Risk, by the National Commission on Excellence in Education (1983),
stated, “Our once unchallenged preeminence in commerce, industry, science, and technological
innovation is being overtaken by competitors throughout the world” (p. 1). President Barack
Obama (2011) more recently noted that Americans have now fallen to 21st in science and 25th in
mathematics in the international community. One group specifically lacking from the U.S.
STEM pipeline is women. Table 1 and Table 2 are snapshots of overall STEM graduates in
comparison to female STEM graduates over the past decade.

Table 1
Total and STEM Employment by Gender and Educational Attainment, 2000 and 2009
(thousands of workers)
Male
2000
2009
69,098
73,580
18,995
22,167
5,321
5,640
3,259
3,738

All workers
College-educated
STEM workers
College-educated

Female
2000
2009
60,619
67,058
16,415
21,433
1,680
1,790
1,002
1,199

Percent Female
2000
2009
47%
48%
46%
49%
24%
24%
24%
24%

Source: ESA calculations from Census 2000 and 2009 American Community Survey public-use microdata.
Note: Estimates are for employed persons age 16 and over

Table 2
Employment in STEM Occupations in 2009
(thousands of workers)

STEM total
Computer science and math
Engineering
Physical and life sciences
STEM managers

Male
2000
2009
5,321
5,640
2,202
2,534
2,185
2,079
551
553
382
47

Female
2000
2009
1,680
1,790
940
929
318
330
310
37
111
157

Source: ESA calculations from Census 2000 and 2009 American Community Survey public-use microdata.
Note: Estimates are for employed persons age 16 and over.

Percent Female
2000
2009
24%
24%
30%
27%
13% 14%
36% 40%
23% 25%
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On a foundational level, girls must acquire STEM skills to effectively participate in a
science and technology-rich society. As the 21st century progresses and new challenges arise,
girls must be comfortable with a non-static curriculum that continually changes as society’s
needs change. McFarlane (2013) refers to the need for increasing scientific literacy of all
students, regardless of what majors or careers they choose. This basic scientific literacy promotes
citizenship and increasingly beneficial members of society in all academic areas.
Parents and teachers play a crucial role to help develop a healthy, ongoing STEM
pipeline and increase the representation of female STEM graduates and workers. Many girls
successful in mathematics and science in middle school already have negative associations
between these subjects and any future engagement in them (Sadker, Sadker, & Zittelman, 2009;
Sanders, 2010). A study from The Girl Scout Research Institute entitled Generation STEM
(2012) revealed that although gender stereotypes and barriers still exist that deter girls from
pursuing STEM majors and careers, 74% of the high school girls surveyed were still very
interested in learning more about STEM.
It is critical that middle school girls in grades six through eight develop a healthy attitude
towards STEM before set beliefs are developed (Turner, 2012). STEM OST programs for girls
can aid in creating an atmosphere of motivation, encouragement, and excitement in regard to
what STEM is and what it can mean in the girls’ future (Jensen & Sjaastad, 2013). The following
evidence is presented to understand the research regarding girls and STEM education, STEM
OST programs, and the Girl Scout organization.
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The Emergence of STEM Standards in Education

The current innovative economy requires an educational system that strives for a deeper
understanding and has the ability to answer the “why” questions (Bereiter, 2002). To help align
curriculum with the needs of society, many new standards have emerged in the STEM areas. For
example, the National Council for Teachers of Mathematics came out with new mathematics
standards for 21st-century learners. These standards emphasize the “processes of problem
solving, reasoning and proof, connections, communication, and representation” (NCTM, 2000, p.
2). These standards continue to help move towards new reform to more traditional curriculum for
21st- century learning. Dieffendfer (2006) notes, however, that students who reach objectives in
science and mathematics standards alone are not “STEM” students. Technology and engineering
provide the missing pieces to link mathematics and science to practical utility and problemsolving functionality. Bybee (2000) states that for “a society so deeply dependent on technology,
we are largely ignorant about technology concepts and processes, and we have largely ignored
this incongruenty in our educational system” (p. 24). Bybee (2011) reveals that engineering is
the needed link that connects mathematical and scientific formulas with practical applications.
The link between theories of mathematics and sciences and practical applications in real-world
settings of technology and engineering provides a holistic approach for 21st- century STEM
learners. Effective STEM programs must provide all four components and successfully link
them together in meaningful ways (Wang, Moore, Roehrig, & Park, 2011).
Following reforms to mathematics and science curriculum was the implementation of
technology standards in education. The Standards of Technological Literacy (ITEA, 2007)
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emerged to incorporate a crucial element to STEM learning. These standards, referred to as
STL, include benchmarks for each grade. They provide information on “content and knowledge,
and the capacities to apply both in the real world” (Technological Literacy Standards Briefings,
2011, p.3).
Incorporating new STEM-based standards has led to more inquiry-based, hands-on
approaches to learning. Increased science performance and more positive STEM attitudes
resulted from inquiry-based learning as revealed from the research (Brown, 2000; Odom &
Kelly, 1998). Similar to inquiry learning is the increasingly popular problem-based learning, or
PBL, instructional design. Here, STEM is acquired through challenging, real-world problems.
Students work in collaborative efforts to solve open-ended problems. Diffily (2001) describes
the benefits of both inquiry and PBL learning in STEM, in accordance with the new standards set
forth in education.
The National Academy of Engineering recently published recommendations for national
engineering standards for students as young as kindergarten through 12th grade (Committee on
Standards for K-12 Engineering Education, 2010). This publication is in response to an earlier
research study by the National Academy of Engineering and the National Research Council in
2009. Through the Committee on K–12 Engineering Education, they wrote the report,
Engineering in K-12 Education: Understanding the Status and Improving the Prospect (Katehi,
Pearson, & Feder, 2009). This report outlines what K-12 engineering standards and national
curriculum could look like. To date, however, there are no national engineering standards in K12 education in place. The Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) have recently emerged to
help align science, engineering and technological innovations. Based on results from numerous
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international assessment measures, namely the Programme for International Student Assessment
(PISA) and Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS), the National
Research Council (NRC) collaborated to create the new standards. The NRC (2012) reflected on
the purpose of linking the NGSS with various other STEM disciplines with the following:
The fields of science and engineering are mutually supportive, and scientists and
engineers often work together in teams, especially in fields at the borders of
science and engineering. Advances in science offer new capabilities, new
materials, or new understanding of processes that can be applied through
engineering to produce advances in technology. Advances in technology, in turn,
provide scientists with new capabilities to probe the natural world at larger or
smaller scales; to record, manage, and analyze data; and to model ever more
complex systems with greater precision. In addition, engineers’ efforts to develop
or improve technologies often raise new questions for scientists’ investigations.
(p. 203)
Efforts to align and connect the NGSS with STEM-area disciplines will further aid in the
preparedness and competitive edge of the recipients.

Women in STEM

Weinburgh (1995) concluded from meta-analysis of over 20 years of literature that boys
have far better attitudes towards science and mathematics than girls. He also suggested that
more positive attitudes lead to increased achievement. There are multiple contributing factors as
to why women are not represented in the STEM areas. Some factors include limited exposure to
STEM, ineffective program and curriculum design, gender stereotypes, and the lack of STEM
role models. Below is a description of current research on these various contributing factors.
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Girls in STEM: From the Playroom to the Classroom

Pedersen et al. (1985) concluded that increased spatial visualization, usually revealed
through hands-on experiences with models and manipulatives, aided in increased mathematics
and science achievement. Spatial visualization is defined as the intelligence to mentally vision
rotations of objects or pieces of objects in 3-D space (Burnett & Lane, 1980). Boys as early as 4th
and 5th grades tend to reveal higher levels, on average, of spatial visualization. Cannon, Levine,
and Huttenlocher (2007) have found strong correlational evidence to suggest that levels of spatial
visualization are linked to early experiences of boys versus girls, namely exposure to various
toys. From early childhood, toys offered to boys usually include blocks, building bricks, and
models. Girls usually are not as actively involved in building and designing and therefore do not
develop heightened spatial visualization skills. As students progress through childhood into
early elementary school, the classroom offers new gender distinctions that continue to hinder
girls’ STEM progress.
Sadker and Sadker (1994) have identified many obstacles girls face in the classroom,
specifically a male-dominated STEM classroom. The Sadkers found after coding four types of
teacher responses to girls versus boys over six years that boys were far more likely to receive
encouragement or assistance from a teacher than were girls. The girls were most likely to receive
only an acknowledgement from their teacher, but nothing more. Unfortunately, many science
and mathematics textbooks used in classrooms are also problematic and do not have women
pictured in examples. While efforts have been made to make textbooks more equitable, a study
by Piatek-Jimenez, Madison, and Przybyla-Kuchek (2014) found that mathematics and science
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textbooks still picture predominantly white males as more scientific and mathematical. Many of
the examples used are primarily associated with male interest areas, as in weapons, cars, and
sports. Science classes also utilize tools and equipment for various research and experiments.
While boys are eager to manipulate equipment, girls tend to wait for specific teacher instructions
before using the equipment. As is the case in many science classrooms, there is not enough
equipment for every student. Therefore, by nature of different gender tendencies, boys tend to
get more experience with critical hands-on STEM equipment related to instruction (Jones et al.,
2000). This further develops spatial skills for boys and limits girls in this area.

Girls in STEM: Roles Models and Stereotypes

In 1992, Mattel came out with Teen Barbie. To the offense of many STEM advocates for
young girls, Teen Barbie exclaimed, “Math is tough!” As a toy many young girls hold as a
standard or role model to aspire to, Teen Barbie encapsulated the attitude many parents, teachers,
and other role models possessed for girls and STEM (“Mattel Says It Erred,” 1992). As girls age
beyond the Barbie years, they continue to face STEM roadblocks. Women are thought to be
“less likable” for showing intelligence in STEM areas. Women also battle being seen as “less
feminine” than other women not involved in STEM areas. Heilman, Wallen, Fuchs, and Tamkins
(2004) studied reactions to 242 women who held STEM-area jobs. The results revealed that
women in these professions were less liked and more personally criticized than their male
counterparts in similar positions. These negative stereotypes can emerge as early as middle
school.
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To combat negative stereotypes of girls in STEM, girls require positive role models (Betz
& Sekaquaptewa, 2012). Parents and teachers can engage both male and female children in
mathematical and scientific questioning and discussion. In an observation of parents and
children at a California Children’s Museum, researchers revealed that parents engaged their boys
in scientific explanation and conversations 29% of the time versus 9% of the time for girls. This
distinction is significant because boys initiated questioning 78% of the time compared to girls
74% of the time. While both boys and girls initiated STEM-related conversations and questions,
parents elaborated and continued conversations more with the boys than with the girls (Crowley,
Callanan, Tenenbaum, & Allen, 2001). Crowley and Siegler (1999) discuss the importance of
parents’ “scientific conversations” with their children. They found that parents that do not
provide scientific explanations are less likely to raise children who can create their own scientific
explanations.
Eccles (2007) found that parents who work in STEM fields can encourage their
children’s persistence in STEM. Parents not in these professions, however, can still provide
encouragement for young girls to question, discuss, and engage in STEM activities (Tan,
Calabrese Barton, Kang, & O’Neill, 2013; Wang & Degol, 2013). Aschbacher, Li & Roth
(2010) found that teachers can encourage female students to develop future STEM identities
while parents in any profession can help mold STEM attitudes through increased exposure to
STEM experiences out of school. Both in-school and STEM OST activities require parental or
teacher support and direction that help students break out of traditional negative stereotypes
towards girls and STEM, to more positively impact girls’ attitudes and choices (Shapiro &
Williams, 2012).
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Girls in STEM: Attitudes and Choices

Young girls, as early as second grade, can begin to develop negative attitudes and
perceptions of scientists and other STEM-related professionals. As revealed from the Draw-aScientist Test (Chambers, 1983), students in elementary grades drew negative depictions of what
a scientist looks like. While most drawings had an unfavorable representation, hardly any
depictions were of women. By grade 8, gender differences in STEM associations are well
developed, with boys having a far more positive perception than girls. Kahle and Meece (1994)
state that “girls generally develop a set of attitudes that do not promote high levels of
achievement and participation in science” (p. 545). To help diminish these negative attitudes,
Wyer (2003) found, through a study of undergraduate STEM majors, that exposing young girls
to positive role models and mentors who aid in positive perceptions of STEM professionals can
help create more positive attitudes from a young age.
The specific STEM context may also affect interest levels. It has been shown that boys
gravitate toward more mechanical and practical sciences, while girls prefer topics that have some
social relevance. Biological sciences tend to connect to girls’ interests, whereas boys are drawn
more to physics and engineering contexts (Fadigan & Hammrich, 2004). Utilizing these research
findings may be helpful in creating a STEM classroom or after-school program that motivates
young girls by focusing on scientific areas that have some social impact and link to young girls’
lives (Reid, 2003).
As standards and learning strategies continually adjust to accommodate STEM learning,
students’ attitudes and motivational factors begin to emerge. Girls are especially prone to rate
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their mathematical and science abilities lower than boys as early as the first grade (Herbert &
Stipek, 2005). Studies have shown this is not true in other non-STEM areas such as spelling and
reading (Heyman & Legare, 2004). These early attitudes and self-perceptions of young girls in
STEM areas are important, as research reveals they are directly related to their future course
selection, and eventually to their career endeavors (Frome, Alfred, Eccles & Barber, 2006). As
girls struggle through playrooms, classrooms, and relationships that may negatively impact their
interactions with STEM, STEM OST programs may provide a safe, encouraging setting to
reshape attitudes and confidence moving forward.

Girls in STEM: Middle School Years

Research has shown that middle school marks the decline of interest in mathematics and
science for girls (AAUW, 2010). It also marks the time in which girls’ performance in
standardized STEM-related test scores falls behind their male counterparts. Girls also begin
during this time to sign up for less STEM optional courses in school (Spielhagen, 2008). The
research of Brickhouse (2000) took an in-depth qualitative look at four 7th-grade students.
Interviews and extensive observations with students, parents, and teachers reinforced a need for
gender equity in the classroom, mainly in STEM areas. The following excerpt from Brickhouse
(2000) encapsulates the challenges middle school girls face in moving forward in STEM areas:

Girls are alienated by science. Science is masculine, competitive, objective, impersonalqualities that are at odds with our images of what girls are. The more masculine the
branch of science (e.g., physics), the less likely it is that girls will like it or do well. Girls
take science courses that are required of them; they rarely choose those that are not
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required. Teachers rarely call on girls in class. If they do, they ask girls easy questions
because they expect less of them. Girls are interested in pleasing their teachers and are
thus more likely to follow the rules rather than invent them. Girls prefer to learn in
cooperative classrooms that encourage engagement with peers. Although girls may prefer
small groups, those classes are dominated by boys who tend to take charge, manipulate
the equipment, and leave them to play the role of scribe. Girls are disadvantaged in
science before they even get to school because they are encouraged to play with dolls
rather than blocks. They rarely accompany their fathers while they fix items around the
house. Parents rarely purchase chemistry sets or microscopes for their girls, nor do they
take them camping. As adolescent girls become interested in being attractive to boys,
they take on more feminine roles that often exclude science. Girls become women who
cannot and do not engage in science. (p. 1)

Although usually unintended, girls are disadvantaged in STEM from parents, teachers, and
classroom materials (Tenenbaum, 2009; Wang & Degol, 2013). New settings can provide an
opportunity to reach new motivation. All-girl OST programs, especially for middle school girls,
can provide a safe, positive environment to facilitate interest in STEM.

OST Programs

One outlet for students’ interest in STEM is through numerous OST programs. The
Harvard Family Research Project (2003) defines an OST program as “an array of safe,
structured programs that provide children and youth ages kindergarten through high school with
a range of supervised activities intentionally designed to encourage learning and development
outside of the typical school day” (p. 2). Much research has focused on the effectiveness of
general academic OST programs. Not only is academic performance and cognitive organization
improved by attending academic OST programs, but research also reveals that they are attributed
to a general sense of school pride, better socialization, and increased overall confidence
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(Grossman, Price, Fellerath, Jucovy, & Kotloff, 2002). Vandall, Reisner, and Pierce (2007) also
found that “regular participation in high-quality OST programs is linked to significant gains in
standardized test scores and work habits” (p. 1). Riggs and Greenberg (2004) suggest that
academic OST programming is most effective in achieving these positive results before social
roles, norms, and attitudes fully develop in the early grades.
Several studies (Falk, 2001; Dierking, 2007; Weiss & Brigham, 2003) reveal that inschool time alone is not adequate enough to influence lifelong STEM learners. They suggest that
STEM OST programs are needed to influence STEM in other, nontraditional settings.
Specifically for girls, it is crucial to have learning opportunities in all-female settings. Morse
(1998) showed that single-sex OST settings can increase motivation, participation, and general
empowerment in young girls. After reviewing “commissioned papers, a review of the literature,
and proceedings from the Foundation’s national roundtable that assessed the research on singlesex education,” Morse (1998) found that specific all-girl educational settings are beneficial (p.3).
Explicitly, girls who excel or show interest in physics and mathematics benefit from these
settings. It gives them the opportunity to more freely explore the content without social barriers
of other co-educational settings.

STEM OST Programs for Girls

STEM OST programs for young girls should focus on mentoring, collaboration, topics of
social relevance, and incorporation of verbal and language skills. Research has indicated that by
providing opportunities for collaboration and cooperative learning, girls can utilize verbal and
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social skills necessary to maximize the benefits of OST programs in sciences (Morganson, Jones,
& Major, 2010; Subrahmanyan & Bozonie, 1996). Another method to allow girls to talk and use
strong verbal skills in OST programs is through explaining experiments and any research
findings. Having girls discuss their learning and experiences also increases confidence in the
content areas exposed to (Tyler-Wood, 1993). Halpern (2003) provides recommendations for
STEM programs for girls. Below is a summary of those recommendations:
•

Teach students that academic abilities are expandable and improvable.

•

Provide prescriptive, informational feedback.

•

Expose girls to female role models who have succeeded in mathematics
and science.

•

Create a classroom environment that sparks initial curiosity and fosters
long-term interest in mathematics and science.

•

Provide spatial skills training

One specific, long-standing program for girls, The Girl Scouts of the USA, offers
comprehensive, affordable STEM OST programs that are widely available to girls of all ages.
Many STEM programs within Girl Scouts seek to incorporate the listed recommendations.

Girl Scouts Organization

The Girl Scouts of the USA has existed for many years with the mission to “build girls of
courage, confidence, and character, who make the world a better place” (Trelstad & Katz, 2011,
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p.43). Existing for over one hundred years, Girls Scouts has changed with the times to prepare
girls to be successful in the society in which they live. In a new report entitled, The State of
Girls: Unfinished Business (Schoenberg et al, 2012), the following overview of the Girl Scouts
of the USA is provided:
Girl Scouts is the world’s most successful organization dedicated to creating girl
leaders, with 3.2 million active members and more than 59 million alumnae.
Since its inception in 1912, Girl Scouting has enabled women to explore new
fields of knowledge, learn valuable skills, and develop strong core values. The
Girl Scouts Organization has shaped the lives of the majority of the nation’s
female executives, and six in ten women in Congress. The Girl Scout Cookie
Program is the world’s largest business and financial literacy program for girls,
generating revenues of $790 billion last year. (p. 7)
In today’s STEM-focused world, Girl Scouts are now offering intense STEM programming to
prepare future leaders.
In the early 21st century, as young girls became increasingly involved with newer
technologies, Girl Scouts partnered with major companies to provide cutting-edge STEM
programs. Companies such as Lucent Technologies, Intel, Motorola, NASA, and Lockheed
Martin offered instructional and financial support of this new STEM outreach. In November
2012, Girl Scout of the USA CEO Anna Maria Chavez traveled to Capitol Hill to promote
STEM opportunities within the organization. Continued collaborations with companies, national
government, and various universities help strengthen STEM programming as Girl Scouts
progresses further into the 21st century (Girl Scout Research Institute, 2012).
A report from the Girl Scout Research Institute entitled Generation STEM (2012) stated
that one of the major goals of Girl Scouts is to determine “how girls can better become engaged
in STEM through examination of what girls themselves say are their interests and perceptions
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about these important fields” (p. 2). New Girl Scout STEM programming includes a STEM
badge system. Table 3 gives an overview of the badges.

Table 3
Names and Descriptions of Girl Scout STEM-Related Badges
BADGE CATEGORY
1. Digital Arts
2. Science and Technology
3. Innovation
4. Financial Literacy

SPECIFIC BADGE NAMES
Computer Expert, Digital Photographer, Digital Movie
Maker, and Website Designer
Home Scientist, Entertainment Technology, Science
of Happiness, and Science of Style
Inventor, Product Designer, Entrepreneur, and Social
Innovator
Money Manager, Philanthropist, Financing My
Future, and Good Credit

SOURCE: http://www.girlscouts.org/program/basics/science/

These badges are earned by girls through three processes that the Girl Scouts focus on in
all STEM programming. All programming focuses on being girl-led, learning by doing, and
collaboration. Girl-led programs allow girls a comfortable safe environment that co-ed settings
may not provide. Learning by doing promotes hands-on learning in which the girls explore their
understanding through experiments and research. Collaboration or cooperative learning allows
the girls to be their own boss and promotes individual leadership skills (Sanders, 2010).
From a quantitative study including 852 teen girls, The Girl Scouts of the USA (2012)
discovered that girls who like STEM have “higher academic goals and aspirations for
themselves” (Girl Scout Research Institute, p. 11). From this random sample of teen girls across
the country, just over 74% of the girls said they were interested in STEM. However, many had
social or cultural barriers that deterred them from engaging in any STEM activities, classes, or
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programs. Although these barriers are evident during mainly the middle school years, they
progress into college years when critical future career decisions are made. A major STEM Girl
Scout study, Girl Scout Research Institute, (2012), revealed that although women comprise
nearly half of the US workforce, they account for only 20% of STEM-area degrees. The main
focus of the study was both to analyze instructional design components of one STEM OST
program for middle school girls through the lens of the ARCS Motivational model, and to
examine the experience of the middle school girl participants. In understanding STEM program
design, and participants’ interactions and reactions to these design elements, future STEM
programs may be designed to help promote student interest and ongoing motivation in STEM
learning.

Conceptual Framework

Hughes, Nzekwe, and Molyneaux (2013) found that while single-sex STEM settings can
motivate girls to continue in STEM, “single-sex environment is not as important to STEM
identity as the pedagogy used within the program” (p. 1). In fact, after analysis of over 100
STEM-related studies from 1995 until 2006 regarding girls’ engagement in science, Brotman and
Moore (2008) found that the curriculum and pedagogy of the STEM programs were essential to
developing participants’ STEM motivation. To encourage young girls involved in STEM OST
programs to continue on into STEM courses, majors, and careers, it is important, therefore, to
examine instructional design of the programs.
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John Keller’s (1979) ARCS Motivational Model provides the foundation to create and
assess STEM programs for girls. The acronym ARCS stands for attention, relevance,
confidence, and satisfaction. Keller’s ARCS Motivational Model is based on the expectancy
value theory of motivation (Keller, 2010). It is through the lens of this motivational model that
the Girl Scouts STEM OST program was examined. It is therefore critical to understand some
foundational background information with this conceptual framework. The following describes
the motivational theory behind the ARCS model, the ARCS model itself, and how the model can
be used to interpret STEM OST programs.
The ARCS Motivational Model was used as a guide to examine and evaluate the
motivation of girl participants in STEM OST Girl Scout programs. Although there are several
different and many more recent theories and models of motivation, the ARCS model fits the
proposed study. The ARCS model has four clearly defined and easily observable components
that relate to elements of STEM after-school programs. Table 4 displays how Girl Scouts STEM
programming operates within the framework of Keller’s ARCS model with excerpts from a
recent publication (GSUSA, 2008).

Motivation and Girls in STEM

In an effort to analyze various components of learner motivation, the motivational
components of each letter of the ARCS acronym are summarized in Table5 (Keller, 2000).
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The table displays how each component of the ARCS model offers insight into critical
components of Girl Scouts STEM OST programs.

Table 4
Relationship Between ARCS Categories and Girl Scouts Programming
Keller’s ARCS Model
A: Attention

R: Relevance

C: Confidence

S: Satisfaction

Girl Scouts STEM Programming
“Through using hands-on, interactive lessons,
success in keeping girls engaged and
increasing excitement was achieved” (p. 6).
“Girls will explore information if it is relevant
to them, and as they explore, they increase
their critical thinking skills. This research
confirms that the practice of incorporating realworld learning is very highly rated as a
contributor to program success” (p. 6).
“The opportunity for girls to expand their
networks and engage in learning relationships
with women who are knowledgeable and
experienced in STEM is extremely beneficial
and positively shapes students’ perception of
their interests and future roles” (p. 8).
“Girl Scouts reach 2.4 million girls ages 5-17,
making this organization uniquely positioned
to address gender equity in STEM education
and enrichment across the country” (p. 4).

SOURCE: http://www.girlscouts.org/research/pdf/generation_stem_full_report.pdf
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Table 5
ARCS Categories and Subcomponents

SOURCE: http://www.arcsmodel.com/#!arcs-categories/c1zqp

Attention (A) and Motivation

The “A” component of the ARCS model stands for attention. Attention is not only
grabbing the learner’s initial focus on instruction but maintaining that focus throughout.
Attention has three subcomponents to be explored below. Each component will be defined and
examined in regards to general motivational theory and also looked at through the lens of STEM
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education and girls where applicable. The three subcomponents of attention are perceptual
arousal, inquiry arousal, and variability. All three of these pieces of attention involve student
interest which spurs ongoing participation. Keller (1987b) suggests using such instructional
strategies as humor, conflict, concrete examples, inquiry, role plays, and simulations to increase
attention.

Perceptual Arousal

Perceptual arousal strives to create attention through the senses of the learner with
surprise and newness of the content. Keller (2000) states that the question to ask here is, “What
can I do to capture their interest?” (p. 4). Much research has suggested that interest can influence
attention (Ainley, Hidi, & Berndorff, 2002; Hidi, Renninger, & Krapp, 2004; McDaniel, Wadill,
Finstad, & Bourg, 2000). Hidi and Renninger (2006) state that “interest as a motivational
variable refers to the psychological state of engaging or the predisposition to reengage with
particular classes of objects, events, or ideas over time” (p. 2). Creating interest through
perceptual arousal can include a loud or interesting sound, quick movement, or poignant smell.
It can also be a vivid video or music clip to pique learner curiosity. This initial arousal or
interest, referred to by Hidi and Renninger (2006) as “triggered situational interest,” causes
spontaneous changes to the learner in both the affective and cognitive spheres.
Perceptual arousal is usually supported by external conditions (Bloom, 1985; Sloboda,
1990). Creating emotions from these conditions is a key part of perceptual arousal. Keller
(1987a) states using humor or conflict can create feelings of suspense or enjoyment. Humor can
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also be used (positively or negatively) in learning environments. Chabeli (2008) states that “the
creative use of humor creates a unique bridge between cognitive and affective domains” (p.54).
The effective use of humor can be especially motivating for girls who spend more time than boys
in the affective domain, and can provide the “social relevance” needed for girls as opposed to
“practical relevance” needed more for boys (Reid, 2003). The incorrect usage of humor or
sarcasm, however, creates anxiety in girls, which can be debilitating and prevent optimal
performance (Stipek, 1998). Teacher excitement towards the content area is another way to
trigger student interest (Kunter, Frenzel, Nagy, Baumert, & Pekrun, 2011). In general, teachers’
use of humor and subject-area enthusiasm are just two strategies to help evoke another emotion,
curiosity. Keller (1983) states that curiosity helps capture student interest and thus gain attention
though increased perceptual arousal. Kashdan and Silvia (2009) provide the following, which
connects initial curiosity to interest, attention, and motivation:
Curiosity can be defined as the recognition, pursuit, and intense desire to
explore novel, challenging, and uncertain events. When curious, we are
fully aware and receptive to whatever exists and might happen in the
present moment. Curiosity motivates people to act and think in new ways
and investigate, be immersed, and learn about whatever is the immediate
interesting target of their attention. (p. 2)
Creating an initial curiosity to gain attention must be followed by instructional efforts to
maintain that curiosity.
After creating curiosity as part of the perceptual arousal stage, more prolonged interest
and task involvement can be achieved through increased intrinsic motivation (Linninbrink &
Pintrich, 2000). Chun and Harris (2011) found after an analysis of six STEM OST programs that
girls performed better when programs seek to appeal to all girls of all abilities and strive to move
initial perceptual curiosity to prolonged interest in STEM. Following perceptual arousal, a more
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sustained interest is desired for prolonged engagement. This prolonged engagement is referred to
as inquiry arousal.

Inquiry Arousal

Inquiry arousal is a maintained attention that results from initial piqued curiosity, or the
described perceptual arousal. Inquiry arousal is a more constant, intrinsically motivated interest
that does not require repeated “triggers” from external environment factors to create interest
(Renninger & Hidi, 2011). Hidi and Renninger (2006) state that individual interest in this phase
is more internal and not as externally supported. Here, interest is self-created, with external
factors such as friends, teachers, and instructional materials as not essential to participation
(Renninger & Shumar, 2004). Participation is a result of increased individual interest and is
defined by how the learner engages in the act of learning.
Singh, Granville, and Dika (2002) have stated that participation and motivation have a
reciprocal relationship and that “motivation affects participation in academic tasks and
participation further enhances interest and motivation” (p. 324). Chen and Darst (2002) found
that both girls and boys had similar levels of situational interest in many science activities. Girls
did, however, report decreased individual interest in science content as a whole. One key to
increasing girls’ ongoing participation in STEM activities, especially as seen in science, is to
create an instructional experience that moves girls from situational interest to a more stable,
prolonged individual interest. The following educational strategies help accomplish the transition
from situational interest to individual interest (Hidi et al., 1998; Hoffmann, 2002):
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•

Problem-based learning

•

Cooperative learning groups

•

Hands-on manipulatives

•

One-on-one learning opportunities

Variability

Variability in this motivational context is defined by Keller (1987a) as “the use of
multiple methods in presenting material to better reinforce materials and account for individual
differences” (p. 1). Variability is used in an effort to increase participant engagement.
Engagement in this context is defined by Finn and Voelkl (1993) “…as having both a behavioral
component, termed participation, and an emotional component, termed identification” (p. 249).
Teachers can allow for more and diverse student choices, which can lead to increased
engagement. Such choices may be variations in partners, content studied, assessments, inquirybased learning, and active learning. While some teachers see this approach as lacking control,
Reeve and Halusic (2009) argue that increased student choice can increase student autonomy,
which in turn can increase engagement.
To achieve variability in STEM learning, instructors must vary both the content and the
delivery method of that content. Boys tend to be more advanced in the middle grades and
beyond at mathematical reasoning and spatial awareness. Girls, however, have an increased
aptitude in mathematical and scientific content immersed in verbal, computational, or socially
relevant spheres (Ceci & Williams, 2010a). Instructors can vary instruction and increase student
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choices to match these strengths of young girls in STEM. This practice increases attention,
increases engagement, and connects students with their academic values (Geary, 1996).

Relevance (R) and Motivation

The “R” component of the ARCS model stands for relevance, summarized by Keller
(1983) as that which helps meet basic needs of the learner through relating instruction to what
the learner values or attaches worth to. Relevance has three subcomponents to be explored: goal
orientation, motives matching, and familiarity. Research has shown that increasing the relevance
for learners will aid in increased cognitive function and thus improve achievement. Relevance
also enhances personal efficacy, also shown to increase academic performance (Means,
Jonassen, & Dwyer, 1997). Assor, Kaplan, and Roth (2002) state that providing relevance for
students is critical to promoting student engagement and capturing interest through creating
situational interest. Numerous teacher strategies, too lengthy a discussion in full for the purposes
of this section, are available to promote instructional relevance (Schiefele, 2009).

Goal Orientation

Goal orientation involves clearly stating the objectives to all instruction, and linking
those objectives to individual learners. Connecting objectives with learners provides purpose,
and thus increases academic motivation. Ames (1992) uses goal orientation theory of motivation
to describe reasons students give for achieving. The two constructs within this theory are
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performance goal orientation and mastery goal orientation. Performance goals are those that are
in comparison to others, while mastery goals focus on overall competence through acquiring
skills and improvement. These two constructs within this theory provide very different
approaches to conceptualizing competence (Pintrich, 2003). Hulleman, Schrager, Bodmann, and
Harackiewicz (2010) suggest that “mastery goals have a generally positive association with
adaptive motivational processes and outcomes, whereas performance goals have a more uneven
pattern (i.e., some adaptive, some neutral, and some maladaptive relationships” (p. 1). While
performance goals are not always bad and can serve a purpose in some settings to achieve shortterms results, such as an “A” on a test, Meece, Anderman, and Anderman (2006) suggest that
they do not form foundational understandings necessary for competence and engagement, as
with mastery goals.
Creating an instructional environment in STEM learning should consider both constructs
within this goal orientation theory. Students may have the short-term performance goals
initially, but moving students towards mastery goal orientation should be an ultimate focus.
Instruction that avoids ability grouping, heavy competition, display of grades, lack of student
input, and strict memorization may help transition learners from performance to mastery
orientation.

Motive Matching

It is critical to have educational objectives that match up with what the learner values as
important. As learners explore STEM content, they must see themselves as able to use that
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information in a meaningful, personal way in the future. Wigfield and Eccles (2000) refer to this
within the value component of their expectancy-value model. They list four components of
value within that model: attainment value or importance, intrinsic value, utility value or
usefulness of the task, and cost. Motive matching links up with the utility value component.
Wigfield and Eccles (2000) state that “utility value or usefulness refers to how a task fits into an
individual’s future plans, for instance, taking a mathematics class to fulfill a requirement for a
science degree” (p. 72).
Packard and Nguyen (2003) found that matching students with STEM mentors that can
help explain and explore potential STEM careers can promote increased STEM content into a
learner’s “possible selves,” and thus make the content more relevant and meaningful. STEM
mentors can also develop personal relationships with learners that fill the need for girls to have
social outlets in STEM learning to be successful. Simpkins, Davis-Kean, and Eccles (2006) also
found that “little math and science support in the home may make children less likely to be
exposed to early math and science activities, values, and role models and, as a result, less likely
to pursue math- and science-enriched pathways” (p. 81). Support for girls in science and
mathematics from many facets from an early age thus helps develop values and thus motivation
(Simpkins, Davis-Kean, & Eccles, 2006).

Familiarity

Linking instruction to what students already know and value creates increased motivation
(Keller, 1987b). Keller (1987b) asks the question, “How can I tie the instruction to the learners’
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experiences?” The “experiences” here can be familiar instructional materials, familiar places,
familiar people, or familiar topics or content. Schiefele (2009) states that teachers should assess
students’ interests prior to instruction to link content with what students value. This is especially
true in many science classes, namely physics, where the most popular content among students is
sometimes never taught.
Girls in STEM require certain instructional characteristics based on values for increased
motivation and success. For example, Ferreira (2001) found that girls excelled in STEM when
exposed to content in social settings and outings. Specifically, field trips, career mentoring, role
model relationships, labs, and collaborative and active learning can provide beneficial social
settings. These experiences focused on what girls value and thus increased the scope of what
was relevant to them. Additionally, Kahle and Rogg (1996) in the Project Discovery Study
found that “participation in classes where teachers were trained in authentic assessment,
cooperative learning, grade-appropriate inquiry curricula, and the national standards in
mathematics and science significantly decreased the number of boys and girls who thought that
‘science was for boys’” (Fancsali, 2002, p. 4). Negating these derogatory assumptions helped
girls see increased relevance in STEM for them personally.

Confidence (C) and Motivation

The “C” component of the ARCS model stands for confidence. Academic confidence has
been widely researched, and mostly under various synonyms or closely related constructs.
Confidence in this context is defined by Keller (1987b) as the expectation for being successful.
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It includes the level of control the learners feel they have over both the content and the context of
the learning. Other well-known terms that closely relate to this definition in motivational theory
include self-concept, self-efficacy, and expectancy for success. Self-concept describes how the
learner views her own general abilities and self-perceptions (Wigfield & Karpathian, 1991). Selfefficacy looks more at the task-specific confidence of the learner (Schunk, 1991). Expectancy
for success deals with how the learner perceives the outcomes of a given task, either with success
or failure (Wigfield & Eccles, 1992). Although all of these terms and concepts are part of the
overall term “confidence” to be explored below, the variations of definitions are useful for
discernment in research. Marsh (1999) explains the subtle nuances, especially within specific
areas such as mathematics, when he describes mathematical self-concept as a general term and
self- efficacy as a task-specific term. Self-concept would ask, “How am I at mathematics
compared to peers?” Self-efficacy would then ask, “How well can I solve equations in this math
chapter?” Confidence has three subcomponents that will be explored next. The three
subcomponents of confidence are learning requirements, increasing difficulty, and attributions.

Learning Requirements

Keller (2000) refers to learning requirements as “success expectations” and states that
they ask the question, “How can I assist in building a positive expectation for success?” These
success expectations are very similar to classroom goal orientations. It explores how instructors
can use environmental and instructional factors to move students from performance to mastery
goals, which provides increased structure, persistence, and organization for students (Urdan &
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Midgley, 2003). Questioning techniques that promote more in-depth answers along with active,
inquiry-based learning help students to move away from short-term performance goals to
increased individual interest and mastery goal orientation (Anderman, Sinatra, & Gray, 2012).
Stiggins (1999) notes instructors who “assess for learning use day-to-day classroom
assessment activities to involve students directly and deeply in their own learning, increasing
their confidence and motivation to learn by emphasizing progress and achievement rather than
failure and defeat” (p. 1). Students in STEM OST programs should know what is expected from
them and have positive feedback that they can achieve it. Females need to feel that they can
accomplish goals in STEM programs. Wigfield and Eccles (2002) have identified that girls’
perceptions of ability can predict future endeavors and achievements. STEM OST programs
should point out female STEM leaders who have overcome gender stereotypes and obstacles to
achieve greatness in their fields. Weisgram and Bigler (2007) reported that girls who learned
about gender bias in STEM, including learning about female STEM leaders who faced
opposition to their paths, increased their personal confidence and passion for future STEM
success.

Successful Opportunities

Students need meaningful, purpose-driven opportunities to feel real success and
motivation to continue learning. Keller (2000) also refers to successful opportunities as learning
opportunities that ask the question, “How will the learning experience support or enhance the
students’ beliefs in their competence?” Social cognitive theorist Bandura (1986) suggests that
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using guided mastery can help students gradually increase their self-efficacy through positive
experiences, and thus move them to a more mastery goal orientation. In guided mastery,
teachers offer instructional assistance and aids to model concepts and strategies. Over time, as
students increase self-perceptions of their gaining competencies, the aids and modeling are
gradually removed. To achieve increased self-efficacy through guided mastery, or through any
instructional strategy, Bandura iterates the importance of teachers’ self-efficacy before they can
improve it in their students. Ashton and Webb (1986) suggest that student efficacy and
achievement in mathematics were directly impacted by the mathematical efficacy of the teacher.
Girls in STEM learning programs can benefit from these varied and challenging learning
tasks. The challenge and constant variation of activities takes potential time away from social
comparison and thus can decrease girls’ feelings of inadequacy from perceived academic
differences (Marshall & Weinstein, 1986). Girls in STEM can also achieve academic
advancements and, perhaps more importantly, increased enthusiasm to pursue future STEM
opportunities when they are have opportunities to freely explore STEM learning experiences. A
study of 524 girls in the Girls at the Center program, in collaboration with the Girl Scouts of the
U.S.A. and the Franklin Institute of Science Museum, revealed that girls have increased
confidence in pursuing STEM when they have free-choice science exploration opportunities with
an adult partner (Dierking, Frankel, McCreedy, & Adelman, 2002). Free choice and autonomy
are supported by self-determination theorists Deci and Ryan (2008). They state that controlled
motivation, which focuses on reward and punishment, can hinder self-concept and self-efficacy
by creating emotions such as guilt and shame in failure. Autonomous motivation, which
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promotes free choice and self-exploration, can lead to increased self-esteem and increased
feelings of success.

Personal Responsibilities

Part of the personal responsibilities domain is student attributions. Attributions in this
motivational context are defined by Weiner (1972) as how participants evaluate their
performance as it relates to the distinctions of the task and the efforts of the participant.
Attributions and motivation examine what participants perceive to be the causes of both
achievements and failures. Motivation then can stem from either the expectancy for success
based on perceived ability or task avoidance from perceived inability to complete a task.
There is research to suggest that attributions in motivation can be seen as early as
kindergarten or first grade. Students begin to see in the areas of mathematics and science at this
young age that they complete tasks based on abilities instead of effort (Wigfield et al., 1992). By
the critical middle school years, Kloosterman and Gorman (1990) found that students in STEM
content areas start to believe that success and failure are attributable to given abilities and that
effort does not play a role in achievement outcomes. Girls are especially prone to believing that
their failures are a direct result of lack of ability. This, coupled with research that shows that
girls also do not attribute their successes to given abilities, provides a roadblock to STEM
progress for girls. Meyer and Fennema (1985) found among grade 11 girls in mathematics that
attributing lack of ability to failure in mathematics led to decreased levels of achievement.
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The ARCS model offers strategies to help students develop confidence, creating
opportunities to address goals, increasing difficulty, and attributions. Keller (1983) states that
instructional settings should help students identify the likelihood of their success by offering task
descriptions and reviewing evaluative tools to participants in advance. Also, providing
incremental opportunities for small successes can help develop an attitude of success.

Satisfaction (S) and Motivation

The “S” component of the ARCS model stands for satisfaction, which spurs a learner on
to future experiences. Satisfaction has three subcomponents: intrinsic satisfaction, extrinsic
rewards, and equity. Each component will be defined and examined in regards to general
motivational theory and then looked at through the lens of STEM education and girls where
applicable.

Intrinsic Motivation

Keller (2000) states that intrinsic satisfaction or “self-reinforcement” asks the question,
“How can I provide meaningful opportunities for learners to use their newly acquired
knowledge/skill?” Major contributors to the study of intrinsic motivation, Ryan and Deci (2000)
refer to intrinsic motivation as “the doing of an activity for its inherent satisfactions rather than
for some separable consequence” (p. 56). Middleton (1995) defines academic intrinsic
motivation with the statement, “Students who are intrinsically motivated engage in academic
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tasks because they enjoy them. Most researchers, however, feel that learning is important with
respect to their self-images, and they seek out learning activities for the sheer joy of learning” (p.
3). Ryan and Deci (2000) argue that although intrinsic motivation lies within the individual, it is
influenced by a relationship between the individual in a context, or in connection with specific
tasks and activities. Thus, the specific details of instructional tasks and activities become central
to learner intrinsic motivation. In fact, Ryan and Deci (2000) have referred to intrinsic
motivation as “a natural wellspring of learning and achievement that can be systematically
catalyzed or undermined by parent and teacher practices” (p.55). Some strategies at home and
school shown to facilitate rather than stifle intrinsic motivation include:
•

Timely and meaningful positive performance feedback (Deci, 1971)

•

Avoidance of threats, deadlines, tangible rewards, and competitive environments
(Reeve & Deci, 1996)

•

Free choice and self-exploration with content that helps develop autonomy (Ryan
& Grolnick, 1986)

Extrinsic Rewards

Ryan and Deci (2000) state that extrinsic motivation is “a construct that pertains
whenever an activity is done in order to attain some separable outcome,” (p. 60). Assor et al.
(2005) defines extrinsic motivation as “actions controlled by the desire to avoid punishments or
to obtain material rewards, and are accompanied by a sense of coercion” (p. 401). The emotions
that result for learners from extrinsic strategies may protect their self-efficacy or lack thereof.
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Rewards and coercions may inhibit learners’ emotional investment in owning their successes or
failures and thus decreases student autonomy (Dickinson, 1995; Vallerand & Ratelle, 2002).
Ryan and Deci (2000) state that integrated regulation is perhaps the most important form of
extrinsic motivation because it is the most autonomous. Here, learners realize the individual
value of the externally rewarded task and integrate its importance into their self-system of needs
and values. This form of extrinsic motivation can be used as a catalyst for developing more
developed intrinsic motivation (Niemiec & Ryan, 2009).
Due to the social tendencies and people-pleasing nature of girls, parents and teachers may
actually add to lack of girls’ autonomy and intrinsic motivation in STEM activities. Parents and
teachers may try to unknowingly motivate girls to pursue STEM through the use of tangible
rewards, imposed project deadlines, and public recognition of achievements. These actions
promote performance, extrinsic goals, and not learning goals. Gottfried, Fleming, and Gottfried
(2001) found a “developmental decrease in overall academic intrinsic motivation, with
particularly marked decreases in the critical content areas of math and science” (p. 3). From a
study of 797 third through eighth graders at two public schools in the San Francisco area,
Lepper, Iyengar, and Corpus (2005) concluded that intrinsic motivation does decrease in
mathematics and science as students progress to the middle school years. These students began
to feel less competent and less socially accepted to excel in these STEM areas and thus became
more extrinsically motivated. The learners in the later grades focused more on immediate praise,
as extrinsic motivation does not maintain students’ interest and attention for long, sustained
periods of time as discussed above.
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Equity

Keller’s ARCS model explores equity in terms of consistent expectations, procedures,
and assessments for all students, regardless of ability, effort, race, gender, prior experiences, etc.
For STEM programs for girls, equity is seen as providing opportunities that help all girls achieve
and break through traditional gender stereotypes and barriers. Girls are often socialized to be
less vocal and more passive and try to please authority figures in the classroom (Rindfleisch,
2010; Sandholtz & Sandholtz, 2010). Girls may therefore be more influenced by the roles and
expectations parents and teachers set forth in STEM areas. These role models then have a
tremendous responsibility to promote gender equity by maintaining high standards and
expectations for girls and boys alike (Maccoby, 1998). Eccles (2009) further supports positive
role models as influential in girls’ academic endeavors. Within the expectancy-value model,
parents and teachers can promote students to possess values and behaviors leading to increased
academic success. STEM equity is therefore not limited to the classroom, but also to parents,
friends, mentors, and other authority figures girls come into contact with to help mold values and
expectancies for success.

Motivation in STEM OST for Girls Through the ARCS Lens

All four components of the ARCS Motivational Model are critical to students’ success in
STEM instructional planning, especially for girls (Wang, 2013). OST programming can promote
academic and emotional growth for students, especially during the critical middle school years.
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Specifically for science, Falk and Dierking’s (2010) research suggests that the vast majority of
scientific knowledge is acquired outside of formal schooling, and through informal science
exploration and activities. This is troubling for girls in STEM, as numerous studies have
indicated inequitable gender participation in informal science experiences at museums, clubs,
after-school programs, and other out-of-school endeavors (Barton & Brickhouse, 2006; Bell,
Lewenstein, Shouse, & Feder, 2009). The Harvard Family Research Project (2003) summarized
the study and findings of Vandall, Reisner, and Pierce (2007) with the following:

A two-year longitudinal Study of Promising After School Programs examined the
effects of participation in quality after school programs among almost 3000 youth
in 35 elementary and middle school after school programs located in 14 cities and
8 states. New findings from that study indicate that elementary and middle school
students who participated in high-quality after school programs, alone or in
combination with other activities, across two years demonstrated significant gains
in standardized math test scores. Further, regular participation in after school
programs was associated with improvements in work habits and task persistence.
(p.3)

Increased task persistence, as discussed earlier as increasing motivation and self-efficacy beliefs,
can help promote persistence in STEM activities for middle school girls. These longitudinal
study results, along with other pertinent research in after-school STEM programming, have
funded an increase in OST programs from the federal government from approximately one
million dollars in 1992 to over a billion dollars in 2002 (Coalition for Science, 2007).
Kahle and Rogg (1996) state that STEM OST programs should make deliberate
instructional decisions when the programs are specifically for girls. These STEM programs
should include hands-on time with all equipment, collaborative learning, active learning, socially
relevant topics, and female STEM mentors or role models. Another report from the American
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Association of University Women, Girls in the Middle: Working to Succeed in School (Cohen et
al., 1996), showed how important a respectful environment was for girls in learning
environments. The girls did well when their opinions were voiced without fear of failure or
rejection and when they were encouraged to take moderate risks and engage in meaningful
challenges (Cohen et al., 1996). These conditions, in conjunction with the ARCS components in
instructional design, help optimize STEM learning and continued motivation.

Conclusion

Motivation is a multifaceted, well-researched concept that is widely studied in
educational research. When motivation is viewed through Keller’s ARCS Motivational Model
(1979, 1983, 2000), instructional design becomes the focus of the research. The case study
examined middle school girls who participated in one Girl Scouts STEM OST program. The
program’s instructional design was deconstructed through the ARCS lens, with participant
motivation as the overarching focus. The next chapter will describe the methods used in the
study.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODS

This qualitative case study examined one STEM OST program for middle school girls.
Data were collected from multiple sources, including application materials, observations,
interviews, and surveys. This chapter is organized into eight sections: purpose and research
questions, general research design, specific case study, data collection, time frame for the study,
data analysis, limitations, and conclusion.

Purpose and Research Questions

The purpose of this study was two-fold: (1) to analyze instructional design components of
one STEM OST program for middle school girls through the lens of the ARCS Motivational
Model and (2) to examine the experience of the middle school girl participants through the same
lens. The study addressed the following research questions:
1. How is attention addressed through the STEM OST program design? How is
attention evidenced by middle school girls’ behaviors, reports, and reflections?
2. How is relevance addressed through the STEM OST program design? How is
relevance evidenced by middle school girls’ behaviors, reports, and reflections?
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3. How is confidence addressed through the STEM OST program design? How is
confidence evidenced by middle school girls’ behaviors, reports, and reflections?
4. How is satisfaction addressed through the STEM OST program design? How is
satisfaction evidenced by middle school girls’ behaviors, reports, and reflections?

Research Design

Qualitative research exists to examine, explore, and answer many “how” and “why”
questions in numerous disciplines. Different from the statistical and number-based data of
quantitative research that is independent of the researcher who compiled it, qualitative research
data is deeply language based. In-depth descriptions of the interactions of participants within
their real-world contexts is the focus of this type of research. Because of the nature of this type
of qualitative data, McLeod (2001) sometimes refers to qualitative data as accounts. Rich
descriptions resulting from prolonged immersion in the culture of the study can help make the
information collected less of an account or a mere story and more like representative,
trustworthy data. Qualitative data is a multi-layered understanding of both verbal-based data
along with other non-verbal observable data (e.g., environmental surroundings, facial
expressions, and physical movements) as was explored within the case study methodology used
in this study.
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The Case Study

A case study was used to qualitatively analyze one STEM OST program for middle
school girls in this study. The program is entitled EEP, which stands for Enhancing Engineering
Pathways. Merriam (1988) states that “the qualitative case study is an intensive, holistic
description and analysis of a bounded phenomenon such as a program, an institution, a person, a
process, or a social unit” (p. xiv). Specifically for this study, an explanatory single case study
was chosen. Yin (2003) states that explanatory case studies seek to create links between the
implementation of a process or procedure to resulting effects. In this study, motivational design
components were analyzed to evaluate motivational outcomes for program participants.
The study examined Enhancing Engineering Pathways (EEP), which is discussed in
further detail in the next section. The case was bound to one middle school team of girls within
the program for the 2014 portion of the school year during Saturday morning workshops.
Although other opportunities and activities exist for these and other participants in the EEP,
these specific boundaries helped bind the case study to provide a reasonable scope for research
(Stake, 1995; Yin, 2003).
Before choosing data collection instruments, the researcher clearly established the unit of
analysis. While researchers (Patton, 2002; Yin, 2003) identify the unit of analysis as central to
starting a case study, this determination remains a concept that eludes many novice researchers
(Grunbaum, 2007). Berg (2001) clarifies unit of analysis when he states that “the unit of analysis
defines what the case study is focusing on (what the case is), such as an individual, a group, an
organization, a city, and so forth” (p. 231). One STEM OST program for middle school girls
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was the unit of analysis for this case study. The study sought to provide an in-depth analysis of
program instructional design elements, as revealed through the four components of the ARCS
Motivational Model. These elements were analyzed through program observations, surveys, and
interviews from the program. The following information describes the case study in terms of
program overview, participants, program instructors/mentors, setting, and content.

Setting

Program Overview

The program examined in this case study is entitled Enhancing Engineering Pathways
(EEP) and is a collaboration between the College of Engineering and Engineering
Technology (CEET) at Northern Illinois University (NIU), the collegiate section of the Society
of Women Engineers (SWE), the Girl Scouts of Greater Chicago and Northwest Indiana
Council, and the Girl Scouts of Northern Illinois. The program has been in existence for six
years, starting in the 2008-2009 school year, and has consistently been funded by the Motorola
Foundation. The program allows any registered Girl Scout, grades six through twelve, from
either the Greater Chicago and Northwest Indiana Council or the Girl Scouts of Northern Illinois
to apply for the program. The NIU-EEP Program is advertised to Girl Scouts within these two
councils through Girl Scouts programming catalogs and through individual troop leaders. The
program is broken into three groups: Beginner, Advanced I and Advanced II. These divisions
correspond to number of years in the program. Only the Beginner (first year) students were
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included in this study. The EEP curriculum is a result of discussions and collaborations among
the instructors based on what has worked in previous years’ curriculum combined with new
relevant trends for girls. Engineering curriculum could include mechanical, chemical, civil, or
electrical topics. For the 2013-2014 program, electrical engineering was chosen as the main
focus based on the expertise of the instructors. However, other engineering and technology
topics were included in the program, such as mechanical design, computer programming, and
lean manufacturing processes.
The program met at the NIU Naperville campus, which offered many classrooms,
computer and technology labs, large conference rooms, a small café, a library, and free parking.
Participants used the largest presentation room to gather as a whole group for specific portions
of the program, including general directions, guest speakers, and presentations of instructional
material. Then they broke into subgroups in smaller classrooms to work on projects and
activities with their high school and community engineering mentors. The program met for 14
Saturday morning workshops for 2-3 hours each through the 2013-1014 school year. However,
this study only included the final eight workshops. Table 6 contains an overview of dates and
topics covered for the eight EEP workshops included in the study.
The EEP Program advertises overall goals for all participants in the EEP Program, as
well as specific middle school benefits, as listed on their website (Table 7).
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Table 6

Saturday Workshop Overview
Date
February 15, 2014

Beginner Time
8:30-10:30

Topic(s) Covered
Static electricity and designing electronic game
boards

March 1, 2014

8:30-10:30

Fruit batteries

March 15, 2014

8:30-11:30

Lean manufacturing

April 5, 2014

8:30-11:30

Alice programming

April 12, 2014

8:30-11:30

Puff cars and puff mobiles

April 26, 2014
May 3, 2014
May 10, 2014

9:00-12:00
8:30-9:30
8:30-11:30

Speaker Day event with parents
PowerPoint presentation overview
Final group presentations to parents
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Table 7

Overall Advertised Goals and Middle School Benefits of EEP Program
Overall Goals

Middle School EEP Benefits

To establish a sustainable pathway for the

Do fun things involving math and science

middle and high school girls through the Girl

while discovering engineering during the

Scout organizations to the field of engineering.

Saturday engineering workshops and the
summer camp.

To increase the level of awareness among the

An increased awareness of the field of

female students about the opportunities

engineering through hands-on activities and

available in the field of engineering.

field trips.

To establish a very successful mentoring

Opportunities to attend and interact with the

program by providing the middle and high

students during the special events at the

schoolers with positive role models and access

College of Engineering and Engineering

to the professional community and also easing

Technology at NIU.

the transition from school to college.
To increase the retention of female
engineering students to degree completion and
beyond.
SOURCE: http://niu.edu/eep/middleschool/index.shtml

Get mentored by female engineering role
models.
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Program Personnel

The program included three instructors, various speakers and presenters, and high
school mentors for instruction. The three instructors were from the Electrical Engineering
Department at NIU who lead the program. The first instructor received a doctorate of
physics in India and has served in the Department of Electrical Engineering at NIU since
2004. Her research interests include semiconductors, nanoscale materials, and the
advancement of women engineers. She has numerous publications, international speaking
engagements, and research projects. This instructor who was the main instructor that was
present at all Saturday morning workshops.
After receiving his Ed.D. in instructional technology, the second instructor of the EEP
Program served as the dean of the College of Engineering and Engineering Technology. In
addition to numerous research publications, this instructor is a member of many
professional organizations and has research interests of STEM pipeline development,
innovative engineering education, and global relationships. The third and final instructor of
the EEP Program is the Associate Dean of Research and Graduate Programs. He works to
research and implement new innovative procedures and new technologies. For example, he
worked towards NIU receiving $2.4 million in September 2013 to develop 3-D printing
technologies. Although the three instructors collaborated on the various program
components, only one instructor was present at all workshops and led/taught at the
meetings. All three instructors also operated in collaboration with various program mentors.
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Various presenters and guest speakers also brought their expertise to the program. Two
female presenters who work as manufacturing engineers at a large suburban medical clinic
led the workshop regarding lean manufacturing. They discussed their work environment and
how they utilized principles of engineering and manufacturing, thereby providing several
relevant examples from their everyday lives for the participants.
To help facilitate discussion in a more private setting, mentoring was also a vital part
of the EEP Program. Each middle school girl participant was linked with various mentors.
These mentors ranged from undergraduate members of the Society of Women Engineers
(SWE) at NIU, participants who had graduated from the EEP Program, and professional
women engineers from the community. E-mentoring was advertised as an important part to
the mentoring portion of the program that offered the middle school girls an outlet for
questions or concerns that they were too shy or unsure about to express in the Saturday
workshops. E-mentoring provided an opportunity for each middle school girl to speak with,
email, or Skype with various high school, SWE members, and undergraduate mentors. The
mentors (n = 16) present at the morning workshops were all high school girls who had gone
through the NIU-EEP Program. The researcher observed a closeness between mentors, as
many had spent several years as participants in the program. High school mentors ranged in
age between 15-18 years old.
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Participants

The Girl Scouts of Chicago Northwest Indiana (GSCNWI) accepted 32 participants to
the Beginner (first-year) EEP Program at Northern Illinois University in the early fall of
2013. Along with an application to the program containing open-ended questions
(Appendix A), the middle school girls had to submit a copy of their most recent report card
and one letter of recommendation from a science, mathematics, or technology teacher. Girl
Scouts from other councils, specifically the Girl Scouts of Northern Illinois, were eligible to
submit applications to the program. For this study, however, only the first-year Beginner
group of the program was chosen. This was intentionally done for two reasons. First, this
qualitative study sought to provide the richest narratives of participant experiences and is
therefore bound by a more manageable number of participants from one specific Girl Scout
council. Second, the researcher wanted to explore the experiences of participants new to the
program and its design elements.
Convenience sampling was used and makes the most sense for evaluating a program
already established with set members (Creswell, 2003). The participants had already
applied and been accepted to the program before the study began. The researcher
introduced the study to the participants at a regularly scheduled Saturday morning
workshop. Participants had become acclimated to the flow of the program before being
introduced to the study, as six morning workshops had already transpired. The researcher
could only gain access to the program in week 7 of the program when observations began.
Consent forms (Appendix B) were given to parents or guardians of participants along with
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assent forms for the participants (Appendix C) after the introduction of the study. Students
were encouraged to participate and reminded that their privacy would be protected using
confidentiality measures. Only the researcher had access to data collection materials and
pseudonyms were used.
Of the 32 participants in the Beginner EEP Program, 22 (69%) agreed to participate in
the study. During the course of the study, the 10 participants who chose not to participate were
seated on one side of the room, thus allowing the researcher to more easily observe only the
assenting participants. All 32 participants were assigned to a small group of five to eight
learners to collaborate on projects. The assenting participants were placed in three groups, two
with seven participants and one with eight participants. This measure was taken to allow the
researcher to observe and gather comments from only the 22 participants included in the study.
Each group was then assigned two to three high school mentors to assist during the workshop
portion of the program. The mentors rotated between small groups at each workshop to interact
with many small groups. Although the researcher did not have access to demographic
information of each participant, the researcher discovered through various conversations with
participants that most were from the Naperville/Aurora suburban area. There were at least two
participants, however, who traveled from the city of Chicago to participate. In total, the 22
participants represented at least 15 different middle schools. The researcher also noted from
both appearances and last names that the majority were from Indian descent.
As a result of the questions from the program application (Appendix A), six participants
were chosen to be part of the three series interviews for the study. These six were selected as
two low-experience beginners (LEB), two medium-experience beginners (MEB), and two high-
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experience beginners (HEB) STEM applicants. These categories were created by the researcher
to help identify participants’ previous exposure to STEM experiences. LEB was defined as 0-1
STEM experiences, MEB was defined as 2-3 STEM experiences, and HEB was defined as 4 or
more STEM experiences. Coming from a home with a parent in a STEM career was counted as a
STEM experience. Categorizing the interviewed participants was made by analyzing responses
on the program application. The two LEB STEM applicants had no previous experience with
STEM programs, camps, or clubs. They entered the program to try something new that sounded
interesting.
While the LEB participants were relatively new to STEM learning, the two MEB STEM
applicants had some STEM experience. Both of these participants had been involved in afterschool STEM clubs and had participated in science fairs. The HEB STEM applicants had the
most STEM experience. One participant competed in a science club and a robotics club and also
attended two science camps the summer before the program started. The final HEB STEM
applicant, who came from a home where both parents were engineers, had competed in science
fairs and participated in STEM summer camps in the two years prior to starting the program.
Table 8 is an overview of the six interviewees.
While in-depth conversations over three interviews took place with only six of the
participants, all 22 of the study participants were targets of the observations. Next, the data
collection instruments will be described.
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Table 8
Overview of Six Interviewed Participants in Study
Participant
Patty

Age/Grade
12/6th

STEM Applicant Experience Level
LEB- no STEM experience

Pritta

12/6th

LEB- one after-school science club

Riley

11/6th

Mona

11/6th

Chloe

11/6th

Ally

12/8th

MEB- after-school science club and participation in
two science fairs
MEB- after-school science club, participated in one
science fair
HEB- after-school science club, summer robotics
club, two science summer camps
HEB- both parents engineers, participated in two
science fairs and two summer science camps

Data Collection

Application Materials

While many researchers believe that the beauty of open-ended questions in qualitative
data collection provides the richest data, others argue that closed-ended questions provide more
reliable and accurate data. Fowler and Cosenza (2009) argue that “the answers are probably
more reliable and valid when a list is provided than when the question is asked in open form” (p.
398). In this study, the researcher reviewed open-ended application questions (Appendix F) that
were completed in the early fall of 2013, prior to the researcher’s involvement in the program.
These application questions allowed the researcher to both categorize the interviewees into three
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different experience levels and to have some insight into what types of STEM homes the
participants came from, including parental careers.

Observations

Polkinghorne (2005) states that observations should seek to address “participants’
behaviors, facial expressions, gestures, bodily tone, clothing, and other nonverbal indications”
(p. 143). This verbal and nonverbal marriage required in observational collection answer
questions regarding what is happening in the setting, both from the researcher’s deliberate focus
on specific areas and from emerging patterns unknown to the researcher before observations
take place. For this study, observations occurred at Saturday morning workshops. Although the
EEP Program met for a total of 14 Saturday workshops beginning on November 2013, the
researcher began collecting data during the seventh workshop. Therefore, there were eight total
workshops observed, each lasting two to three hours. The researcher observed both large group
interactions in the presentation room and smaller group breakout sessions of the Beginner group
in individual classrooms.
There were four categories the researcher was specifically aware of when observing
participants immersed in the program design, namely the four components of the ARCS
Motivational Model. An observational form (Appendix F) was used to capture the four elements
of the ARCS framework: attention, relevance, confidence, and satisfaction. Periodic time
sweeps, usually at 5-to-10- minute increments, were made to note participants’ activities as they
relate to these four categories. The observation form also allowed the researcher to note the on-
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task involvement of the participants. The observations were later deconstructed from within the
larger four ARCS categories into smaller, emergent themes within those components.
Respondent validation was used, as instructors and mentors of the program had the
opportunity to review notes from each observation to help confirm what transpired. At the
conclusion of each workshop, the instructor and mentors took approximately 15 minutes to look
through both the general observations and direct quotes recorded in the observational instrument.
They were then given the opportunity to ask questions or comment on the recorded observations.
However, there were no instances in which participants made any comments or asked questions
regarding these materials.

Interviews

The purpose of the interviews was to gather information and create meaning through
participants’ rich descriptions and narratives, usually through avoidance of “yes” and “no”
responses. Specifically, the overall goal from the personal interviews was to gain access to
personal nuances and attitudes regarding STEM motivation and the overall EEP Program design
through the four components of the ARCS model. This included what elements of attention,
relevance, confidence, and satisfaction the interviewee responded to and what elements of the
overall program design sparked the interest and increased overall participant motivation. These
design elements could include engineering content covered, student projects assigned, or
mentoring relationships available with other students and community engineers. Although a
specific interview protocol was used (Appendix D) for individual interviews, interviewer
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flexibility was critical to ensuring the middle school girls’ comfort level and to gaining access to
all forms of information and responses. The interview protocol included questions that assessed
each of the four components of the ARCS model. Each question in the initial, middle, and
ending interview protocol was coded into the four ARCS categories: A for attention, R for
relevance, C for confidence, and S for satisfaction.
To select the six participants interviewed in the study, applications for the EEP Program,
which included open-ended questions regarding participants’ interests and previous exposure to
STEM, were sorted into three categories using the help of a peer reviewer. The peer reviewer
had ten years of teaching experience in various middle school science classrooms within
proximity to the EEP Program. The categories created from analysis of the applications were low
(LEB), medium (MEB), and high (HEB) levels of STEM. Two applicants from each category
were then randomly chosen by the peer reviewer to participate in personal interviews. Choosing
interviewees by this process allowed for the greatest potential of participant variety in relation to
STEM learning. Based on Seidman’s (2012) three series interview, each of the three
interviewees engaged in an initial interview that focused on her previous STEM experiences, a
middle interview that focused on current experiences within the EEP Program, and a final
interview focused on future STEM implications. Each face-to-face interview lasted
approximately 15 minutes. This shorter interview time is a departure from Seidman’s procedures
of 90-minute interviews but was chosen to help align with the younger age of the participants.
All interviews were recorded with a digital voice recorder, but the interviewer was also
cognizant of the nonverbal cues and reactions as well, which included facial expressions and
emotional responses to questions (Bogdan & Biklen, 1998). These elements were recorded
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separately in the observation instrument immediately following each individual interview. The
interviews took place in a separate, private classroom within the same facility as the EEP
Program. This location was chosen so that participants would not be distracted or persuaded by
others or by the events of the workshop.
Interviews can help promote triangulation when combined with other data collection
strategies in the study. This study included the perspectives and attitudes of a variety of
participants to help articulate the most accurate, detailed description possible. Also, the
researcher gave all potential interviewees the option of participating or refusing involvement.
This included the option to withdraw from the study at any point. The information provided in
interviews is more likely to be honest and more elaborative if there are willing parties involved
(Shenton, 2004). While interviews provide information from individual participants, data from
middle school girls’ interactions with various program elements in a large group setting was also
collected from Saturday morning workshop observations.

Surveys

To assess participants’ overall perceptions of the program and program design elements
as well as their future involvement in STEM, there was also a closed-ended program survey from
Keller (2000) used at the culmination of the Saturday workshops on May 17, 2014 (Appendix
G). All 22 participants included in the study took the survey. The interest survey took
approximately 10 to 15 minutes to individually complete and was administered in one of the
smaller classrooms in the facility. The survey was comprised of five questions from each of the
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four ARCS components and used a Likert-scale response rating system of 1-5, ranging from
“Not true” responses using number1, to “Mostly True” responses using number 5. Scores were
added for each subcategory of the ARCS acronym to create a score. The category totals were
quantitatively displayed for each of the ARCS components. Table 9 shows the reliability of
Keller’s survey instrument.

Table 9
Course Interest Survey Internal Consistency Estimates (Reliability)
Scale
Attention
Relevance
Confidence
Satisfaction
Total scale

Cronbach’s Alpha
0.84
0.84
0.81
0.88
0.95

Note. From Motivational Design for Learning and Performance, p.281, by J. Keller, 2000, New York: Springer.

Piloting the Instruments

To further help increase the reliability and validity of the observation template tool and
the closed-ended course interest survey, these two instruments were piloted with a group of 11
fifth-grade Girl Scouts. These Girl Scouts were part of a separate troop, none of whom
participated in the study. This group was chosen because they are from the same Girl Scout
council demographic as represented in the larger study. They were also similar in age to the
participants of the study. This Girl Scout troop of 11 fifth graders met twice a month at a
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neighborhood home of one of their three leaders. For this small pilot study, the girls took a field
trip to a technology center, where they created short internet movies incorporating real footage of
themselves, music, photos, text, and various other media in one-minute trailer videos. They
could choose a theme for their trailer movies such as “detective spy” or “road trip.” The girls
spent two hours at the technology store in Naperville, Illinois, learning about the technology,
taking footage, and piecing together their videos in groups of two or three.
During the two-hour session, the researcher used the observational tool to capture events
that fit within the four ARCS categories during periodic, five-minute time sweeps. The time
sweeps allowed the researcher manageable time to record details of the events transpiring and
created researcher accountability to not lose track of time. One week following the session, at
the girls’ regularly scheduled troop meeting after school, the researcher administered the closedended course interest survey to all 11 girls. Two of the girls asked clarifying questions
regarding the Likert-scale responses. These questions were more to confirm the directions than
regarding the content of the questions themselves. The first girl finished the survey within 4
minutes, while it took 14 minutes for all 11 surveys to be collected.
The observational tool was time effective and allowed an easily recordable format for the
observed data. The participants in the pilot study were able to easily understand the wording and
overall questions asked in the interest survey, and the majority of the girls completed the survey
in approximately 10 minutes. Usage of the two piloted data collection instruments prior helped
the researcher develop an awareness and comfort level with the instruments to more easily
conduct research in the study.
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Table 10 describes the time frame for collecting the data; and Table 11 elaborates on the
connection between the research questions and the ARCS model components and
subcomponents.

Table 10
Time Frame for Program and Data Collection Strategies
Date
February 15, 2014
March 1, 2014

Time
Data Collection Strategy
8:30-10:30 Observation #1, Initial interviews with 6 participants,
Review 22 participant application/open-survey questions
8:30-10:30 Observation #2

March 15, 2014

8:30-11:30 Observation #3, Middle interviews with 6 participants

April 5, 2014

8:30-11:30 Observation #4

April 12, 2014

8:30-11:30 Observation #5

April 26, 2014
May 3, 2014

9:00-12:00 Observation #6, Final Interviews with 6 participants
8:30-9:30
Observation #7, Closed-ended surveys of 22 beginner
participants
8:30-10:30 Observation #8

May 10, 2014
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Table 11
Organization of the ARCS Model and Four Guiding Research Questions
Research Question 1. How is attention addressed through the STEM OST program design?
How is attention evidenced by middle school girls’ behaviors, reports, and reflections?
ARCS Category: Attention
• Perceptual Arousal
• Inquiry Arousal
• Variability
Research Question 2. How is relevance addressed through the STEM OST program design?
How is relevance evidenced by middle school girls’ behaviors, reports, and reflections?
ARCS Category: Relevance
• Goal Orientation
• Motive Matching
• Familiarity
Research Question 3. How is confidence addressed through the STEM OST program design?
How is confidence evidenced by middle school girls’ behaviors, reports, and reflections?
ARCS Category: Confidence
• Learning Requirements
• Successful Opportunities
• Personal Responsibility
Research Question 4. How is satisfaction addressed through the STEM OST program design?
How is satisfaction evidenced by middle school girls’ behaviors, reports, and reflections?
ARCS Category: Satisfaction
• Intrinsic Reinforcement
• Extrinsic Rewards
• Equity

Data Analysis

Transcription
The individual interviews were recorded to capture the middle school girls’ words
verbatim. Transcriptions of the recordings for each individual interview and observation were
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completed using a Word document. Merriam (1988) emphasized the need to simultaneously
analyze all data as it becomes available to create the most concise and effectively organized data
analysis process; transcribing and coding data was therefore conducted immediately following
the middle and final interviews. Seidman (2012) emphasizes not transcribing the initial
interview immediately after it occurs, as to have time to process the interviews. Initial
interviews were therefore transcribed approximately two months after completed. Transcripts
included assigned pseudonyms to protect participants’ privacy (Mertens, 2005). The researcher
then transcribed a total of 18 interviews from six participants in three individual interviews:
initial, middle, and final.

Coding Procedures

After all transcription was completed from interviews, surveys, and observations, open
coding was used to discern patterns and themes. Goulding (1999) describes open coding as an
attempt to break down the information into manageable chunks or themes. These themes were
given representative titles. Axial coding was then used to assemble the data into overarching
categories. Strauss and Corbin (1990) describe axial coding as finding “the central phenomenon
around which all the other categories are related” (p. 116). After all themes and titles were
identified and labeled, axial coding was used to reassemble the data into four categories from the
ACRS Motivational Model framework. These four components, attention, relevance, confidence,
& satisfaction were each given a color, and open coding titles were then placed into the colorcoded ARCS category. As Yin (2011) suggests of all qualitative data being analyzed, careful
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consideration must be given when rearranging data to fit predetermined categories. There was
therefore continuous interaction between both the original data and codes and a review of the
data placement within the ARCS categories. Emergent themes from observations, direct quotes
from the observation tool, and transcribed interview themes were titled and either placed within
existing axial codes or used to create new codes. This process aided in consistent revisiting of
previously analyzed material and assisted in the researcher’s thorough knowledge of the data
collected.
Trustworthiness

To increase the potential for this study’s transferability to another context or situation, the
researcher provided thick, rich descriptions of each observation. Ongoing exposure to the
program allowed the researcher to become part of the culture of the setting. Thick descriptions
and repeated exposure to the study helped bolster the study’s transferability (Creswell, 2003).
Interviewed participants were given access to collected transcripts after each of the three
interviews to provide feedback or make any additions or deletions to responses, which in turn
helped ensure accuracy. Lincoln and Guba (1985) state the member checks are “the most crucial
technique for establishing credibility” (p. 314). To assess the dependability of the analysis of the
data, a peer reviewer was utilized. This peer reviewer was a high school mentor in the Beginner
group of the EEP Program sessions. This reviewer had inside knowledge of the setting, context,
and participants of this study and was able to have unique insights into the credibility of the
results. Multiple data collection strategies were utilized in this study; interviews, observations,
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and surveys were used to achieve triangulation. Triangulation helps to validate research findings
by combining and comparing the results of data collection strategies. Mertens (2005) emphasizes
the importance of triangulation in a qualitative study to help increase the study’s confirmability,
which links the researcher’s data to actual events. Confirmability limits the researcher’s bias and
subjectivity within the findings.
Limitations

Factors exist in this study that provide limitations. First, this study was set at only one
STEM OST program, and results may be different in an alternate setting with other participants.
Also, the sample size was limited to 22 middle school girl participants within the program to
provide rich qualitative data. Next, there was no assessment of interest prior to the study and
was therefore no basis for comparison with the interest survey at the conclusion of the program.
Finally, the research was conducted over a five-month time period. Therefore, longitudinal data
was not available as a result of this study.

Conclusion

This chapter provided information regarding the methods used in this study. The
following sections were discussed: purpose and research questions, research design, case study,
data collection, time frame for the study, data analysis, and limitations. The findings of this
study will be discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4

FINDINGS

This chapter will describe the research findings of the case study. A qualitative case
study was chosen to explore one STEM OST program for middle school girls over a five-month
period. Data were collected from open-ended and closed-ended surveys, participant interviews,
and multiple Saturday morning workshop observations. The following four research questions
guided the organization of the collected and interpreted data:
1. How is attention addressed through the STEM OST program design? How is
attention evidenced by middle school girls’ behaviors, reports, and reflections?
2. How is relevance addressed through the STEM OST program design? How is
relevance evidenced by middle school girls’ behaviors, reports, and reflections?
3. How is confidence addressed through the STEM OST program design? How is
confidence evidenced by middle school girls’ behaviors, reports, and reflections?
4. How is satisfaction addressed through the STEM OST program design? How is
satisfaction evidenced by middle school girls’ behaviors, reports, and reflections?
The findings from this study are also displayed using Keller’s tabular representation of the
ARCS model (see Table 5).
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Attention

Keller’s (2000) three components to attention include perceptual arousal, inquiry arousal,
and variability. Attention corresponds to research question #1: How is attention addressed
through the STEM OST program design? How is attention evidenced by middle school girls’
behaviors, reports, and reflections? Each component of attention, as it relates to both program
design elements and participant behaviors and descriptions, are described next.

Perceptual Arousal

Keller describes this approach to capturing attention as using novel materials or surprise
tactics to create interest or peak participant curiosity. Throughout the program, many design
elements were utilized within this category. During both the fruit battery and LED flashlight
workshops, materials were displayed in the front of the classroom as participants arrived. For
the fruit battery workshop, multiple tins of apples, lemons, tomatoes, oranges, and potatoes were
laid out to capture visual interest. Participants were observed asking mentors and other
participants questions as they walked into classroom and to their seats. For example, one
participant, Sarah, remarked, “I didn’t know potatoes had any juice in them. How can we use
those potatoes?” Also, during the LED flashlight workshop, tins of Altoid mints were sitting on
the tables when participants arrived. Participants made several remarks about their familiarity to
this everyday product: “I like those mints- I know those, they are really strong,” or “How can we
use those mints for flashlights? I don’t see how we are going to do it.” These comments
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reflected how using familiar items sparked interest and curiosity to seek out answers to initial
interest questions. Also, as the participants gathered in small groups and began working on fruit
batteries in their “fruit factories,” they were interested in physically touching the fruit, juggling,
smelling, and rolling them on the desks. In one group, for example, the students began to softly
roll the oranges and apples to each other as they started to discuss how they wanted to use the
meters for assessing voltage. Handling the materials seemed to provide interest and capture the
participants’ attention. One student noted, “I like the way lemons smell. I might hold on to this
guy while we work. Have you ever smelled the outside of lemons?” Handling the fruit provided
a familiar link between everyday items and new science material being discovered. Figure 2 is a
photo of the fruits and vegetables used and the meters to measure voltage that the participants
used.

Figure 2. Photo taken during the fruit battery workshop on March 1, 2014.
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While the fruit provided familiarity, the multimeters used to measure voltage were new to
many participants. The researcher did not see examples of instructors or mentors explaining the
fundamentals of what the tools, such as multimeters, were, how to use them, and other
applications. Pritta shared the following regarding confusion over the multimeters: “I need
someone to work with our groups to explain this [multimeter] because I can’t do the fruit work
without understanding these.” Providing descriptions may have provided familiarity with the
instruments as time progressed.
During the lean manufacturing workshop, identical twins who both worked at a medical
clinic came in to lecture on what lean manufacturing is and conducted a Lego activity to
demonstrate why lean manufacturing is important. The twin presenters had European accents
that were at first difficult for participants to discern as noted by them leaning forward, as if to
more intently listen. The accents, coupled with the presenters’ identical appearance and dress,
provided some interest, as participants giggled and quietly chatted to their neighbor. One
participant shared, “They should wear different shirts or something.” Another noted, “Their
accents are funny, and I sometimes miss what they are saying.” As the workshop moved towards
the participants handling the Legos to build model airplanes, the participants seemed captured by
handling the small, familiar pieces. One participant, Jenna, began assembling pieces in various
shapes and structures apart from the lesson. Jenna noted, “I love these things…they are all over
my basement you know. I think I have built every, every... Well, I love them still.” Different
from the fruit and Altoid mints examples, handing out a familiar item such as Legos attracted
and captured the attention of participants who were losing interest and focus during the lecture
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part of the workshop. Jenna noted the following regarding enjoying “playing with Legos” to her
small group:
This is cool to play with these and build stuff. I want to be the assembler of the
wings or maybe the inspector. Why don’t you guys start looking around at all of
the pieces at the stations so we understand it more. I want to be at a good building
station because I am quick at putting these together. (Jenna, March 15, 2014)

After participants are hooked through attention with their senses in perceptual arousal, the
program can move towards inquiry-based arousal.

Inquiry Arousal
After initially gaining participant interest through the senses, feeling, smelling, touching,
handling materials, Keller (2010) states the learners need to maintain attention through
“awakening a deeper level of curiosity than simply exciting their senses” (p. 94). This deeper
level of curiosity is referred to as “epistemic curiosity” (Berlyne, 1965). Keller (2010) states that
this deeper level of curiosity, within the greater category of attention can be attained by four
general categories described next. The findings from the program within inquiry arousal fit
within these four categories.
1. Introduce or develop topics problematically (that is, stimulate a sense of
inquiry by presenting a problem which the new knowledge or skill will help
solve).
2. Provoke curiosity by stimulating mental conflict (for example, present facts
that contradict past experience; paradoxical examples; conflicting principles
or facts; or unexpected opinions).
3. Evoke a sense of mystery describing unresolved problems that may or may
not have a solution.
4. Use visuals to stimulate curiosity or create mystery. (p.95)
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There were numerous examples of inquiry arousal from introducing topics problematically.
From the LED flashlight workshop, participants had to create proper closed circuits using Altoid
tins and wiring. If they conducted the circuit correctly, the LED light would go on. The
instructor posed the problem at the beginning of the workshop, “Can we just connect a light bulb
any way we want?” The participants looked around at others and began to shake their hands ‘no.’
The instructor then stated, “You have to look at your materials and work together to make that
LED light up.” Participants began to play with the materials and connect some components. The
problem of having a working versus non-working LED light created a sense of urgency for the
groups to begin working. During a middle interview, Riley, when asked what topics were most
interesting, shared,
When we built the flashlights… it was really cool to see all the pieces and trying
to make it work. We had to fix the circuits and connect it all to make our light go
on and that was cool for our group. It was tricky at first, but the light eventually
went on. We were excited to start working on that project. (Riley, March 15,
2014)
This group was excited to create a working LED light. Having the goal set forth by the instructor
at the beginning of the workshop created a level of suspense among this group. Another
participant in Riley’s small group, Jane, shared the following with her mentor regarding having a
challenge with the LED light when she noted, “I was nervous. I thought our group needed more
time to hear about circuits, but I wanted to get that light on. I knew we were not done until I saw
it work” (Jane, March 15, 2014).
Another example of inquiry arousal from problematic challenges was the fruit factory
workshop. In this challenge, groups had to use a multimeters to test the voltage in different fruits
and vegetables. The challenge of discovering how to use the meters in order to read the voltage
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initially was problematic and engaged the participants in manipulating the meters and
troubleshooting. One interviewed participant reflected on using the meters during the fruit
factory workshop and her group’s attention and focus during initial challenges.

Yeah, the meter was challenging because our group had some trouble. We didn’t
know what to do and our mentor was like stepping back because she wanted to
see what we would do as a group. We had to find out how to read the watts and
use the meter. We at first put it in the fruit and nothing happened. We figured out
it was on the wrong mode and fixed it to read it. It was actually fun working with
meters to make the right voltage because none of us knew how to do that sort of
thing. (Chloe, interview, March 15, 2014)
This group worked together to understand the meters used in this activity, which was
problematic at first.
The lean manufacturing workshop offered perhaps the greatest example of how
participants responded to inquiry arousal by introducing a challenge to solve. Students had to
create airplanes using Legos in manufacturing groups. Each group was in charge of a different
task to build the planes, as in a manufacturing assembly line. The participants were briefed on
what lean manufacturing was, but they were not given clear directions on how to use those
concepts to most efficiently build the planes. Students had the problem/challenge of distributing
work, roles, and effectively communicating to effectively complete as many correct planes as
possible. The instructors for this workshop asked the participants, “How are you going to use
lean manufacturing to build the best quality planes in the least amount of time, using your
resources well?” They then went on to ask the question, “How many planes can you build and
with how many errors?” Participants were excited to use the Legos and wanted to jump right in.
Some participants wanted to discuss the process first. The group of 18 students in this workshop
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(larger than their traditional groups of 6-8 participants) had to find new ways to collaborate. One
interviewee, Mona, reflected on the challenges of the Lego workshop when she said, “I had a
hard time listening to the directions for the lean [manufacturing] because I just wanted our group
to get started. I had some ideas about how to use lean, and I was ready for that project” (Mona,
April 26, 2014). Problematic introduction to new topics was a common thread throughout the
program to help create interest and curiosity as part of the attention component of the ARCS
model.
The third piece of inquiry arousal involved providing a sense of mystery for the
participants, in which they did not know if solutions existed to problems or challenges. During
this hand-on activity named Alice programming, participants were not given a problem to solve
and did not know what they would create. Participants were purposely not given much
instruction on how to use simple programming commands; rather, they were given all morning to
play with a computer program to create their own “worlds,” including a realistic scene that
included backgrounds, characters, motion, and movements. Scenes ranged from outer space to
castles to prehistoric dinosaur lands. There were many combinations that could be utilized. The
mystery was in decision-making and in not understanding what the final objective was, but
developing it through the process. Participants would sometimes giggle at their creations when
they would come to life with simple programming animations. They would also chat with their
neighbors at nearby computers to show off additions to their worlds/scenes. For example, Chloe
shared the following remarks regarding Alice programming:

I really like it because it was fun to be creative. We did whatever we wanted and
could change it if it wasn’t what we liked. Umm…it was kind of like Minecraft
game people said and I always wanted to play it but never did. People like it
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[Minecraft] because you can make it whatever you want- something you’ll like
and can make your own thing. (Chloe, Interview, April 26, 2014)
While this illustrates one example of mystery, the researcher had difficulty finding numerous
other examples of content presented in a mysterious fashion in which participants were made to
sit with the uncertainty or incongruity of ideas/concepts. The instructor instead usually posed
good initial questions leading into new content, but would then proceed to answer her own
questions before participants wrestled with them.
The final category of inquiry arousal within the attention category was the use of visuals.
Visuals from morning workshops included participants viewing monthly newsletters that were
emailed out before workshops. Participants got to visually preview materials that would be used
in upcoming workshops and examples of final products that involved building and assembling.
Having pictures available helped build curiosity and excitement for upcoming events. Sheila
noted in response to the newsletters during a whole-group discussion at the beginning of one
workshop, “They always got me ready for new things to learn and do on Saturday mornings.” A
sample monthly newsletter cover is shown in Figure 3 and reveals how visual representations of
upcoming workshops were utilized. These examples of visuals helped create excitement for
upcoming topics to be covered. There were other visuals displayed within the workshops as well.
During workshops, participants were also exposed to PowerPoint presentations, sample
photos of previous participant work, and demonstrations of online programming. Riley reflected
on how visually seeing her work aided in her motivation with, “I like doing the Alice
[programming] because I got to see my creations as I did it. It was cool to see it come to life,
like, it was there in front of me and I did it myself.” Visuals from both program newsletters and
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participant work aided in creating participant attention. Another element, variability, also helped
create and maintain participant attention.

Figure 3. Sample EEP Program newsletter cover emailed to participants on March 21, 2014.

Variability

The final component of the attention category is variability. Keller (2010) states that
variability is used to “overcome boredom and meet people’s sensation seeking needs by
providing changes in pace, changes in approach, and using media that provides visual or auditory
appeal (p. 95). Table 12 reflects how variability was used in the morning workshops.
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Table 12
Overview of Variability Strategies in Workshops
Workshop topic
Static electricity
Fruit batteries

Date
02/15/14
03/01/14

Lean manufacturing 03/15/14

Alice programming 04/05/14
Puff cars

04/12/14

Speaker event

04/26/14

Presentations prep

05/03/14

Presentations

05/10/14

Description of variability strategies
Lecture/Instructor PowerPoint, group activity, whole group
question/answer debriefing session
Whole group instruction regarding activity and
instrumentation, Small group fruit battery activity, mentor
assistance in small groups, individual journaling/writing
activity
Two guest presenters with PowerPoint, whole group Lego
activity, presenter debriefing and whole group
question/answer session, repeat whole group Lego activity
Individual work at computers for entire workshop- mentors
circulate and assist as needed
Whole group instruction, individual puff car assembly, large
group car races
Parent/participant guest speaker event, large auditorium
presentations by nine guests, participants and parent
questions after each presentation
Instructor lecture on PowerPoint basics, small group time to
work on computer presentations for following workshop
Small group presentations to mentors, instructors, and
parents/family

Participants had different reactions to various instructional strategies. For example, some
participants responded positively to the fruit battery workshop small group time, where
participants had the freedom of trial and error using the voltage meters with various fruits and
vegetables. The workshop utilized lecture to initially introduce voltage and the use of the
meters. Students then had small group time to explore the materials and test their knowledge.
Mentors joined in discussions with small groups as needed to clarify ideas and ask probing
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questions. Mona’s comment revealed how different approaches to the same lesson can result in
increased motivation and attention:

I did not think that I would like the fruit stuff when we were talking about it, but
when I really got started and stuck the fruit with meters…. I thought it was
actually really cool to work with the fruit. It was fun. (Mona, Interview, March
15, 2014)
While some participants responded positively to having hands-on opportunities with equipment
and materials, others responded that group work was frustrating for them. For instance, when
asked about the lean manufacturing group activity, Chloe’s comments expressed it best when she
shared,
It wasn’t my favorite because lean manufacturing is just how factories work and
how people are supposed to work together, but it is pretty hard to work with other
girls that you don’t know and who don’t have- don’t know what to do. It was
kinda frustrating. (Chloe, Interview, April 26, 2014)

Variation in instructional approaches can help to reach all participants. Sara reflected the
following regarding the same group, lean manufacturing experience. She noted, “I like lean
[manufacturing] because it is really fun and you move around a lot and interact with people and
then it is really exciting to figure it out together.” Other participants responded to another
instructional approach, individual work. In Alice programming, the participants were the sole
authors and creators of the work. Pritta described the individual programming workshop in this
way:
I was ready to do a project alone that I could make mine and not have to listen to
much presentation on how to do it. We just kinda figured it out as we went and I
liked making my own thing on the computer. (Pritta, Interview, April 26, 2014)
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While the previous examples reflect participant actions during workshops, one workshop
required them to use auditory skills as they listened to presentations given by nine different
speakers: A director of supply chain strategy, a process improvement manager, a senior
manufacturing engineer, a director of innovation strategy, an electrical engineer, a product
engineer, an assistant professor from the Department of Technology at NIU, a director of smart
grid initiatives, and a pipeline assessment engineer. Variation in the careers of the speakers and
in the types of presentations allowed for each participant to connect with some portion of the
Speaker Day workshop. A description of the speakers (Appendix G) furthers describes the
presenters’ careers. This diversity helped to create variability for participants.

Summary

The three subthemes that were observed under the umbrella theme of attention were
perceptual arousal, inquiry arousal, and variability. The findings addressed both program design
elements and participants’ responses to design elements. Perceptual arousal findings addressed
sensory stimulations that initially captured participants’ attention. Inquiry arousal developed
perceptual arousal to a more constant, self-produced level of participant attention. Finally,
variability addressed the diversity of instructional opportunities to capture all participants’
interests and address numerous learning styles. The next section will explore the findings for the
next overarching theme, relevance.
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Relevance

Keller’s (2000) three components to relevance include goal orientation, motive matching,
and familiarity. Relevance corresponds to research question #2: How is relevance addressed
through the STEM OST program design? How is relevance evidenced by middle school girls’
behaviors, reports, and reflections? Each component of relevance, as it relates to both program
design elements and participant behaviors and descriptions, are described next.

Goal Orientation

Keller (2010) defines the first component of relevance, goal orientation, as “whether
people are focused more on the outcomes of their goal striving or in the process and activities
leading to the goal” (p. 112). The challenge in this category is to meet the learners’ needs by
providing examples of utility of the content. This can be either showing how the content links to
real-life interests, future schooling or college needs, or to future career aspirations. For example,
when asked about the overall content of the program, Chloe stated it best when she said,
I think it’s good to learn the science and engineering and how things work
because I might want to be an environmental scientist and learn about recycling
and environmental concerns. Learning the STEM stuff here is important to me to
help understand the things that might….that I might need to know later. (Chloe,
Interview, February 15, 2014)
Sheila continued to draw connections between the program content and future aspirations
when she stated,
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I am not sure what I want to do but I think any of the workshops could be what I
choose for my career. I want to know a little bit about all the topics so I can pick
the right path for me. (Sheila, April 26, 2014)
While utility of the overall STEM content was linked to both Chloe and Sheila’s
aspirations, some utility was revealed in the program through specific STEM content, as shown
in the Alice programming workshop. The Alice program captured some participants’ attention
due to its comparison to other popular, relevant computer applications and games. The
participants’ interests in computer games such as Minecraft and Clash of Clans provided a
relevant link and interest to the programming while integrating STEM and computer knowledge.
For instance, Chloe continued to reflect on how the programming and freedom to create was
linked to other similar interests.
I like the Alice [programming] because it reminded me of Minecraft. I always
wanted to learn it because all of my friends play it, but I never did. It was cool to
do…I think my friends will like it too when I show them. (Interview, March 15,
2014)
Jenna also demonstrated a link between the Alice programming from the program and
future aspirations and goals when she shared,
I want to work on computers somehow in the future for my job, and I want to be
exposed to as many programs and apps as I can to learn how things work
together. I really paid attention to the program because it was something I could
see myself wanting to do more of in the future. (Jenna, April 26, 2014)
Goal orientation also links up to participants’ current interests and to future endeavors in
college studies and careers. The guest speaker event allowed students to ask nine different
speakers various questions regarding future STEM careers. Below is a list of some participant
questions that demonstrate interest in understanding STEM and future experiences.
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1. “Do you think it was more difficult to be in engineering in college as a girl over the
boys?”
2. “What does your typical day at your job as engineer look like?”
3. “How do you face challenges at your job?”
4. “What was the hardest part about becoming an engineer?”
5. “How did you know STEM was the right choice for you?”
6. “What classes were the hardest for you in your major?”
7.

“Are there other females at your job?”

8. “What other kinds of jobs can you do with your engineering degree?”
9. “What are your hobbies that made you think engineering was the right choice?”
10. “What activities did you do when you were our age to get ready for your job?”
11. “Did your parents want you to be an engineer when you were in school?”

Questions like these reveal participants’ connections between future STEM interests and future
meaningful experiences. The Speaker Day event overall was centered on connecting present to
future goals. Besides this Speaker Day event and the two outside presenters who explained their
current STEM-based roles, the researcher did not observe many other examples of the instructor
or mentors connecting the content to participants’ future classes, projects, or careers. While
relevance is attained through goal orientations, it is also evidenced through the second
component, motive matching.
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Motive Matching

Motive matching seeks to promote relevance for participants by creating comfortable
learning environments that link content with participants’ interests and goals. One critical and
ongoing feature of the program that helped create a meaningful learning environment was the
involvement of the high school mentors. The mentors helped provide guidance for the
participants but were close enough in age to create a comfort level, as evidenced by Jane’s
comments to her small group during the Lego lean manufacturing workshop. During this
workshop, the mentors gathered in front of the classroom and were not allowed to assist the
participants in assembling the Lego airplanes. During the initial chaos when the participants
were trying to form an assembly line and define group functions to complete the project, Jane
shared the following with two other group participants next to her:

I wish the mentors were sitting with us to help because this would be less crazy. I
think they could make this easier for all of us by getting things organized and
easier to understand…I think we are not used to this way yet. (March 15, 2014)

Mentors provided the link between the content being taught by them and instructors and
presenters and the participants. The mentors both understood the material being taught and
could re-explain it to participants when they needed extra assistance. They could explain the
concepts in an understandable manner because they had recently gone through the same program
as participants only a few years before. Sara shared the following during a morning workshop
about valuing the mentors’ role in assisting participants:
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I think they know what they are talking about because they did the same stuff as
us. But they also make it sometimes easier to understand than the professional
speakers because they are more our age and understand us better. (Sara, April12,
2014)

During the middle interview, Riley reinforced the positive role the mentors played in the
program when she shared,
Well, I think it is really nice they take their time off to come help us and they are
fun to work with. They are really nice…I think I’ll be a high school mentor when
I am in high school to help the new girls then. (Interview, March 15, 2014)
Figure 4 shows mentors using a hands-on approach during the morning workshops to
assist participants. The goal of the game boards was to create a functional circuit that would
result in flashing light. While mentors in the photo did not tell the participants how to construct
their circuits, they would help hold and connect wires to provide extra sets of hands. Figure 5
shows the finished electronic game board as a result of mentor and participant collaboration.
Participants used the flashing lights to answer “true” or “false” to a series of created questions.
Participants could then “play” a simple question game with both other participants in their small
group and with mentors. Questions ranged from STEM, program-related questions to general,
everyday trivia questions.
While mentors collaborated in person with participants, the NIU-EEP Program website
states the following regarding the role the high school mentors play in their e-mentoring as well:
Networking various mentors with the middle and high school girls via e-mails
would enable young girls who are shy to express themselves at the camps or the
Saturday workshops to be really verbal and free to express emotional content.
(From http://niu.edu/eep/forum/index.shtml, para1)
The mentors helped create a learning environment and casual setting the participants related to
and helped make the atmosphere more comfortable. Another method to increase relevance is
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familiarity, or providing links between concepts and materials to what the learners would
recognize and commonly understand.

Figure 4. Example of mentors and participants working together on electronic game boards.
Photo taken February 15, 2014.

Figure 5. The completed electronic game board. Photo taken February 15, 2014.
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Familiarity

Familiarity is the connection between the learners’ backgrounds and the concepts being
taught. In the program, the lean manufacturing workshop helped the participants understand
efficiency in manufacturing, mainly through time management and organization strategies. To
make this concept relevant through providing familiar examples, the two presenters related lean
manufacturing to a messy room or closet versus an organized, neat concept. Figure 6 is one slide
presented to participants with relevant examples of how to use lean manufacturing.

Figure 6. Example slide presented to provide everyday examples of lean manufacturing on a
smaller scale. Photo taken March 15, 2014.
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Examples like these helped make the topic relevant to participants’ everyday experiences
and provided a foundational understanding for them to build upon in a STEM context. These
everyday examples helped reinforce the concept of lean manufacturing with another participant,
Patty. She said the following regarding the relevant examples:
I can see how it is quicker and easier to find things and get ready with the clean
closet that has stuff in the right place. Lean manufacturing was easier to
understand after that because our group knew we had to organize our jobs and
organize our time to get our Legos done in the activity. (Interview, May 3, 2014)

Lynn also shared the following regarding understanding lean manufacturing from the
presenters’ slides:
Connecting lean manufacturing to an organized drawer or closet helped me to
think about my school locker. My locker is a mess, and I can never find anything
in it. It was funny that lean manufacturing could be as easy as my school locker
and not losing things so much. (May 3, 2014)
Dana continued to build upon personal connections to lean manufacturing from the
presented visuals when she said,
Seeing the lean [manufacturing] pictures made me think about our garage at
home. It is a place we all use and store so much stuff in. I think lean
manufacturing needs to redesign (laughs out loud) our garage so we can actually
park a car in there too. (May 3, 2014)
While participants found familiarity in materials and concepts such as lean
manufacturing, they lacked a comfort level with other participants. The researcher started
observing well into the program year in February, and participants still did not know
many of their fellow participants’ names. They would not talk to each other very much at
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the beginning of the workshops before the instructor began talking. Chloe made the
following comment during the first interview regarding the participants’ lack of
familiarity with each other:
I wish I knew the girls better but we never had a chance to really meet or
introduce ourselves that many times. I don’t really feel like anyone here knows
about me that much, but they are still all really nice…Maybe next year I will
know them more and recognize some people. (Chloe, Interview, May 3, 2014)
Providing familiar links aided in connecting participants to the new concepts being discussed.
Familiarity with other participants, however, seemed to be lacking.

Summary

The three subthemes observed under the umbrella theme of relevance were goal
orientation, motive matching, and familiarity. The findings addressed both program design
elements and participants’ responses to design elements. Goal orientation findings addressed the
relationships between program content and participants’ desired outcomes. Motive matching
findings explored how program elements connected with participants’ interests. Finally,
familiarity addressed the connections between content and participants’ everyday experiences.
The next section will explore the findings for the third overarching theme, confidence.
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Confidence

Keller (2010) states that confidence refers to “people’s expectancies for success” (p.135).
Keller’s (2000) three components to attention include learning requirements, successful
opportunities, and personal responsibility. Confidence corresponds to research question #3: How
is confidence addressed through the STEM OST program design? How is confidence evidenced
by middle school girls’ behaviors, reports, and reflections? Each component of confidence, as it
relates to both program design elements and participant behaviors and descriptions, are described
next.

Learning Requirements

Learning requirements establish a trust with participants by clearly describing the
learning objectives of lessons and by describing what positive results of the activities associated
with those lessons would look like. Two specific examples from the workshops are described
next that illustrate the concept of positive learning requirements. While these examples were
observed through conversations and instructor comments/questions, the researcher did not
observe any examples of clearly written, tangible objectives for workshop STEM activities via
the newsletter, written in a PowerPoint or on the board, or in a handout. Having clear, written
objectives may have provided additional guidance for participants as they progressed through the
steps in the workshops.
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The first example of positive learning requirements is taken from the March 1, 2014,
workshop. Although this workshop focused on fruit batteries/factories, the opening discourse
focused on the previous workshop about LED lights. The instructor asked the participant at the
beginning of the session, “What did we do last time?” Participants remained silent and looked
around at others, awkwardly waiting for someone to answer. The instructor proceeded to push
gently by asking, “How many of you understood what we did last time? What was the goal of
that workshop with LED lights?” There were small conversations among participants, but no one
volunteered an answer. The instructor reassured them of the safety in answering questions with,
“Don’t assume others know the answer; share what you know. This is a place of learning and
sharing. Tell me what you know.”
Sheila, finally raising her hand, seemed hesitant to answer. She replied with the following
response:
Well, you have to connect the circuit and wires with the battery and light in the
right order to get the LED to light up. We had to do ours lots of times before it lit
up, and we got it right. The light was then really bright. (Sheila, March 1, 2014)
The instructor seemed pleased with the response and replied, “Exactly! Today we have the same
goal: to connect the meters correctly into the fruit to allow a proper voltage reading.” Clearly
linking objectives from the previous workshop to the objectives of the current workshop allowed
for participant understanding of the objectives and goals for the day as well as a review of
outcomes from previous material covered.
The second example of positive learning environments is from the participant PowerPoint
presentation preparation workshop, where the participants had the opportunity to learn about
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what a successful presentation looks like. The instructor went over various facets of group
presentations, including the following:
•

Font type and size, colors, backgrounds, overall layout of slides

•

Speaking rate and volume, using the microphone, movement in the room

•

Content on slides: title slide, outline slide, main concept slides, conclusion slide

The participants, some frantically, took notes while the instructor went through the requirements
of their PowerPoint slides to be given at the next workshop one week later. They were to give the
presentations in small groups of six to eight participants to family members (May 3, 1014). As
the instructor continued to elaborate on what was expected of participants in their presentations,
the participants began to ask questions to clarify those expectations. Below is a list of some
questions they asked verbatim.
•

How long should these last or be?

•

Who should speak, one of us or everyone in our group?

•

Do you want us to talk about every activity of just some?

The instructor answered the participants’ questions and concluded her overview of presentations
with good and bad examples of slides. These examples further clarified the objectives and
evaluative criteria used to assess participant presentations and helped create more defined
learning requirements that made participants more comfortable. The instructor demonstrated
appropriate fonts and font size, clear and concise bulleted text, and warned against flashy
graphics and sound effects within the presentation.
While the above examples illustrate clear direction and objectives communicated to
participants, below is example of another aspect of good learning requirements, evaluative final
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activities. During the static electricity/puff mobiles on April 12, 2014, participants got to build
units out of simple, everyday materials, such as paper, straws, and plastic wheels. As a
culminating activity, the participants “raced” their puff mobiles across the front floor of the
conference workshop room. Participants placed their puff mobiles at the starting point, among
some quiet giggling, and moved across on their stomachs, blowing their creations towards the
finish line. This activity illustrated clear evaluation of the functionality of the puff mobiles,
which directly reflected principles learned from that workshop. The activity was also set within
a non-threatening, manner without evaluative measures or assessment purposes. Figure 7 below
displays the final race.

Figure 7 Culmination activity of puff mobile race. Photo Taken April 12, 2014.

Along with the final puff mobile race, participants also used balloons, pieces of paper,
and their own hair to test static electricity levels. This culminating activity, as in the puff mobile
example, helped build confidence by demonstrating the objectives of the lesson in a hands-on
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activity. Figure 10 shows two participants testing static electricity on their hair. One described
the April 12, 2014, workshop by saying, “Rubbing balloons on my head to make my hair stand
up is something I have done before, but now I know why and that is pretty cool to know why.”

Figure 8. Static electricity activity. Photo Taken April 12, 2014.

While learning expectations is an important element of the confidence component of the
ARCS model, the next element, successful opportunities, is critical to confidence as well.
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Successful Opportunities

According to Keller’s (2010) ARCS model, to build confidence in any learning
environment, the program must provide successful opportunities. Three examples of successful
opportunities from Keller (2010) include use of “instructional materials, body language and
words of the teacher, and the frequency with which the students get to actually practice” (p. 158).
Table 13 is an illustration of Keller’s first recommendation, instructional materials. The table
displays both materials used in the workshops and participant comments regarding the materials.
Although lecture, individual readings, and group discussions were integrated into the
morning workshops, hands-on exposure to the material was available to participants for the
majority of the time, as hands-on activities were the main focus. Figures 9, 10, and 11 illustrate
the participants using the instructional materials.
While hands-on instructional materials helped build confidence, it was also obtained
through the teacher’s, presenters’, or mentors’ affirming words and actions. There were
examples of praise and questioning techniques used to reflect this to assist participants in their
activities throughout the workshops. For example, Riley stated, “I like that the mentors are in
our groups. They help us, but don’t tell us the answers. They help us figure it out” (Riley, April
26, 2014). The mentors also used close body proximity to participants at all time. They started
out each workshop by gathering in the front of the room while attendance was taken but
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Table 13
Overview of Instructional Materials and Participant Reactions
Workshop
Topic
Static
Electricity
Fruit Batteries

Lean
Manufacturing
Alice
Programming
Puff Cars

Speaker Event

Presentations
prep
Presentations

Date

Hands-on Instructional
Materials
02/15/14 Balloons

Participant Comments Regarding
Materials
Carrie stated, “I knew about balloons
and static, but this was cool to learn
why and how.”
03/01/14 Potatoes, tomatoes, lemons, Chloe stated, “Lemons smell good,
apples, grapefruit, oranges
taste not so good. I would rather use
multimeters
them as batteries.”
03/15/14 Lego model kits
Riley stated to her group, “Come on
guys, let’s do this faster- we all know
about Legos.”
04/05/14 Individual computers-Alice Patty stated, “I want the mentors to
programming website
help me get the program at home so I
can work on it some more.”
04/12/14 Simple materials such as
Dana stated, “My puff car looked not
paper, straws, glue, wheels, so threatening, but it’ll smoke the
tape
others because I built it right.”
04/26/14 Bios of each speaker
Chloe stated, “I like to see how these
women started from what we are doing
and got to these careers.”
05/03/14 PowerPoint slides from
Lynn stated, “I am glad I got the info
instructor to aid in
because now I know what type of
upcoming presentation
presentation I need.”
05/10/14 Participant presentations
Patty stated, “It was good to hear what
saved on participant flash
the others liked best.”
drives
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Figure 9. Fruit batteries activity. Photo Taken March 1, 2014.

Figure 10. Alice programming activity. Photo taken April 5, 2014.
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Figure 11. Participants building puff mobiles. Photo taken April 12, 2014.

immediately spread out among participants and closely observed groups work. Even when they
were not speaking directly to participants, Chloe noted, “It was nice to have mentors nearby
because I knew they could help if we needed it because they have done this before.” Patty also
had the following to say about the presenters during the lean manufacturing workshop: “They
were fun. They made us feel like we could figure out the best way to do it. They were
encouraging us to not give up.” This was observed by the researcher. The presenters made the
following statements to encourage participants:
•

“Your groups can do it if you work together.”

•

“Figure out what your group does best and focus on that.”

•

“Think about the organized closet example to make your process work…..Go to it!”

•

“Remember the examples we discussed and think about using those ideas to work
smarter.”

These affirming words, along with close proximity to the participants, helped encourage
confidence to continue on with the goals of the activities. Mentors rotated through participants’
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small groups to work with many learners. If mentors had been assigned to one group throughout
the entire year, as opposed to individual workshops, affirming words could have been more
focused and personalized, as mentors would have a more intimate knowledge of each participant
within the small group. The researcher, however, mainly observed general praise that was not
participant specific.
The main instructor of the program, although not present in the workshop as often as the
mentors, always started out each workshop with affirming words for participants based on
achievements at the previous workshop. For example, she stated at the beginning of the lean
manufacturing workshop, “You learned a lot about fruit batteries and did great work with the
meters. Today you’ll get to do something really fun too!” At the beginning of the Alice
programming workshop, she said, “The lean manufacturing allowed you to work together in your
groups, but today you can have your own creativity in the Alice programming.” Finally, at the
beginning of the presentation prep workshop, she told participants, “You learned a lot and had
great questions last time for the speakers, and today you can put all your experiences into a great
presentation!” Encouraging words from mentors, presenters, and the instructor existed to aid in
participant confidence. While successful opportunities are a needed element of confidence, the
last element, personal responsibility, is also important.

Personal Responsibility

Participants, according to Keller (2010), should have control over their learning by
allowing them to have opportunities to structure their own pace, sequence, and style. For
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example, participants should be able to work through activities step-by step and have small
successes along the way through positive attributional feedback. Personal responsibility is not,
however, achieved through easy tasks that require no challenge for learners or tasks that are too
difficult and seem to be only achieved by luck. During the workshops, there were many
opportunities for participants to take control of their learning. The following comments from
participants are examples of confidence through learners taking control of their learning
environment:
1. “Our group can do this if we set it up in different sections and we each take a job.”
2. “I need to go back and review those slides before I am ready to put our presentation
together.”
3. “This is harder than we thought. Let’s ask the mentors to help us understand how to
start.”
4. “Maybe we could each take a part to do what we understand best.”
5. “I probably need to look at the slides again before I start this, but you go ahead and start
it yourself if you are ready.”
6. “I am glad I have the address to do this [programming] at home because I can get more
down than I’ll have time for here.”
7. “I think I’ll use different materials. I like your ideas to do that, but I want to try out my
own idea first.”
While these comments reflect confidence through learner personal responsibility, Riley
demonstrated this concept best perhaps with the statement,
I like the large group discussions because I can hear everyone’s ideas, but I really
like the small groups better. Here we can work at our own pace to figure it out and
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decide who needs extra help and who does things better. I feel like I can
accomplish things more in our small group. (Riley, Interview, April 26, 2014)
These types of comments reflect the participants’ control over the way they process and
incorporate the information.
Another example of participants having some control over their experiences was through
the lean manufacturing Lego “roles.” Participants, after hearing brief descriptions of the roles
they could assume in the lean assembly process, had to negotiate simulation roles (Appendix H)
with the larger group. The following statements describe an interchange between two
participants engaged in a conversation choosing their roles:
Riley: I think I should be the engine assembler because I have built
a lot of Lego kits.
Sheila: Maybe we should pick who should NOT build because
they are not good at it first.
Riley: (To the larger group)What do you guys want to do?
Sheila: I change my mind- I want to be the material handler
because I can move quickly and know what the parts kind of look
like.
Riley: Ok- that makes sense.
Having control over these roles within the group allowed for increased confidence in the
participants’ learning environment. Learning requirements, successful opportunities, and
personal responsibility help build confidence in the ARCS model. The findings from the final
component of the model, satisfaction, are described next.

Summary

The three subthemes observed under the umbrella theme of confidence were learning
requirements, successful opportunities, and personal responsibility. The findings addressed both
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program design elements and participants’ responses to design elements. The findings for the
learning requirements subtheme addressed the articulation of the objectives of the workshops.
Next, the findings for the successful opportunities subtheme addressed the occasions participants
were given to demonstrate their understanding. Finally, the findings for the personal
responsibility subtheme addressed the participants’ control over the structure of their learning.
This included opportunities for the participants to make choices about what they would create
and in the workshops and how they would assume roles to complete tasks. The next section will
explore the findings for the fourth and final overarching theme, satisfaction.

Satisfaction

Keller’s (2000) three components to satisfaction include intrinsic reinforcements,
extrinsic rewards, and equity. Satisfaction corresponds to research question #4: How is
satisfaction addressed through the STEM OST program design? How is satisfaction evidenced
by middle school girls’ behaviors, reports, and reflections? Each component of satisfaction, as it
relates to both program design elements and participant behaviors and descriptions, are described
next.
Intrinsic Reinforcements
Keller (2010) states that achieving positive intrinsic reinforcements requires instructors to
ask, “How can I encourage and support their intrinsic enjoyment of the learning experience?” (p.
189). Keller (2010) provides nine strategies to achieve intrinsic reinforcements. Table 14
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displays Keller’s nine strategies, participant activities that reveal the strategies, and participants’
comments about the activities.

Table 14
Overview of Nine Strategies for Intrinsic Reinforcements
Intrinsic Reinforcement Strategy
Taken from Keller (2010), p. 190
1. Give the student
opportunities to use a
newly acquired skill in a
realistic setting

2. Provide verbal
reinforcement of the
learners’ intrinsic pride in
accomplishing a difficult
task
3. Include positive,
enthusiastic comments in
feedback

Participant Activity

Participant Comment(s)

Participants assembled
Lego model airplanes
using specific roles and
jobs for lean
manufacturing

Lynn shared, “I use Legos all
the time, but never for lean
manufacturing. It was cool to
see how this was part of
engineering.” (March 15,
2014)
Pritta stated, “I was glad the
mentors were nearby to help
because we probably would
have quit before we figured
out the meters and the voltage
needed.” (March 1, 2014)
One speaker commented to
large group, “I love these great
questions that show you guys
are really thinking ahead and
planning for your future. Keep
asking those types of
questions.” (April 26, 2014)

Mentors praised
participants and
encouraged them to be
creative in problem
solving techniques during
fruit battery activity
Participants asked
meaningful, insightful
questions to speakers at
Speaker Day, which
received recognition from
presenters

(Continued on following page)
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Table 14 Continued
4. Provide opportunities for
learners that have mastered
a task to help others

5. Give acknowledgements of
any actions or
characteristics that were
necessary for success

6. Give acknowledgements of
any risks or challenges that
were met

7. Provide information about
areas of related interest

8. Ensure learners are
informed about how to
pursue their interest in the
topic

9. Inform the learners of new
areas of application

During Alice
programming, participants
traveled to other
computers to help others
create new things that
they had learned on their
own

Patty said, “It was good to
have the whole morning to do
my own stuff on the
programming. I liked adding
new stuff I didn’t even know
about too by having others
show me after they did it.”
(April 5, 2014)
Instructor praised students Instructor stated during
for examples of what
presentation, “I love when the
“good slides” looked like groups implement examples of
for group presentations
good slides. When you show
these qualities, you will have
successful presentations.”
(May 3, 2014)
Racing puff mobiles with Riley said, “I loved seeing my
other participants
car race. It was awesome to
demonstrated the
see that it really worked.”
completion of a
(April 12, 2014)
challenging task
Alice computer
Chloe liked how the program
programming resembled
reminded her of the popular
similar apps participants
app, Minecraft. She stated,
were interested in/familiar “All my friends play
with
Minecraft and this reminds of
me of it. I think my friends
would love to learn this too.”
(April 26, 2014)
Speaker Day event gave
One civil engineering speaker
participants an
told participants, “Engineering
opportunity to see future
has the possibilities to capture
possibilities related to
any of your individual
STEM
interests and talents. There are
so many areas to consider.”
(April 26, 2014)
Presenters at lean
Dana remarked, “I liked all the
manufacturing lecture
pictures of lean
gave multiple examples of manufacturing, especially the
where lean manufacturing organized locker. It was
is at work and useful
something I could use to help
myself.” (March 15, 2014)
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Table 14 shows the connection between Keller’s (2010) nine intrinsic reinforcement
strategies to establish satisfaction in learners. The activities and participant comments
demonstrate how those strategies were utilized during the morning workshops. Figure 12 shows
one of the speakers’ slides at the Speaker Day event encouraging participants to keep asking
great questions, demonstrating intrinsic reinforcement strategy #5 from Table 14. Figure 13
shows a mentor sitting with one group working on fruit batteries. She was offering
encouragement to the group as they were trying to figure out how to complete the objectives,
demonstrating strategy # 2 from Table 14.
While these figures display examples of internal reinforcement, there remains another
related element within the satisfaction component of the ARCS model, external rewards,
described next.

Figure 12. One speaker slide during open question segment. Photo taken April 26, 2014.
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Figure 13. Mentor sitting and helping one small group with fruit batteries.
Photo taken March 1, 2014

Extrinsic Rewards

Although Keller (2010) warns that extrinsic rewards should be used sparingly, some
tangible rewards and verbal recognition may increase participant satisfaction. As in intrinsic
reinforcements, Keller provides strategies to incorporate to achieve satisfaction through external
rewards. Table 15 displays Keller’s eight strategies for extrinsic rewards, sources of the
strategies implementation, and specific evidence of the strategy.
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Table 15
Overview of Eight Strategies for External Rewards
External Rewards
Strategy
1. Include games with
scoring systems to
provide an extrinsic
reward system
2. Use extrinsic
rewards for
intrinsically
interesting tasks in
an unexpected
manner
3. Congratulatory
comments for
correct responses or
achievements

Source of Strategy Specific Example
Races and games
using created
projects

Participants raced their own puff cars
created out of life savers, tape, straws, and
paper

Participants made
their own products
to keep

3-D printers were used at the summer camp
to take designs from the computer from
participants and create a tangible, 3-D
printout to take home

NIU-EEP website
congratulates
participants on
various
achievements

Example posted on website:
Congratulations “Girls on Wheels- Team
#6397” from the NIU-EEP Program!! See
more at:
http://www.niu.edu/eep/#sthash.pinpxhze.dp
uf
Mentors assisted participants during the
Alice programming workshop. One mentor
stated, “It made it nice that they worked
alone on this project because we [mentors]
really got to know more about them
individually.” (Janice, April 5, 2014)
Website advertises the role of mentors:
“A mentor provides support, counsel,
friendship, reinforcement and constructive
examples.” See more at
http://www.niu.edu/eep/forum/what.shtml#s
.thash.liMUThz0.pduf
Presenters in the lean manufacturing activity
had participants complete the activity twice,
once with no direction and one time
following a discussion to clarify learned
concepts. Jane stated, “I liked doing the lean
a second time because we didn’t need to
stop and ask as many questions.” (March 15,
2014).
(Continued on following page)

4. Give students
personal attention
while trying to
accomplish the task

Mentors spent oneon-one time with
participants while
they were
individually
working
5. Use reinforcements Consistent
frequently while
interaction and
learners are trying to encouragement
master a new task
from mentors
during workshops
6. Use reinforcement
intermittently as
learners become
more competent at a
task

Some activities
were repeated so
participants could
retry using newly
acquired skills
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Table 15. Continued
7. Avoids threats and
surveillance as a
means of achieving
performance
8. Use certificates or
symbolic rewards

Program focused
on participation
and not on
monitoring through
formal assessments
Participants were
encouraged to
bring STEM
activities to other
STEM
fests/competitions

Pritta noted, “I like that we don’t have any
tests or homework. We just can explore
without having it be like school with grades
and other worrying about how we’ll do.”
(Pritta, March 15, 2014)
Participants competed in a robotics
competition and received medallions, and
many brought their knowledge to Gregory
and Still Middle School STEM fest nights.
Participants also had red drawstring bags
and pink flash drives to store and save all of
their papers and projects.

Table 15 shows the connection between Keller’s (2010) eight external rewards strategies
to establish satisfaction in learners. The activities and participant comments demonstrate how
those strategies were utilized during the morning workshops. Figure 14 displays the example of
external rewards strategy #2 from Table 15. The figure displays the participants’ designs and
tangible 3-D printing creations. Figure 15 shows an example of strategy #8 from Table 15. The
red bags and pink flash drives helped participants save all of their papers and created projects as
a symbolic reminder of their accomplishments in the program. These items created unity and
pride among participants.
While these figures display examples of external rewards, there remains one element
within the satisfaction component of the ARCS model, equity, described next.
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Figure 14. 3-D printer participant creations. Photo taken June 16, 2014.

Figure 15. Participant bags and flash drives. Photo taken April 5, 2014.

Equity

The final element to Keller’s (2010) satisfaction component of the ARCS model is
equity. Equity results from fair, consistent assessment of learners’ performance based on clear
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objectives. Keller (2010) states that equity “ensures that the level of difficulty on final exercises
and posttests is consistent with preceding exercises” (p. 192). While this is part of the
satisfaction component, it was not relevant to the program in this study. The program utilized
lectures, discussions, and mostly hands-on group activities. There were, however, no formal tests
or evaluative measures beyond completion of the projects. Therefore, equity is not a theme
included in the findings.

Summary

The two subthemes observed under the umbrella theme of satisfaction were intrinsic
reinforcements and extrinsic rewards. The findings addressed both program design elements and
participants’ responses to design elements. The findings for the subtheme intrinsic
reinforcements addressed how the program internally created motivation for participants. Next,
the findings for the subtheme external rewards examined how praise and recognition increased
participant motivation. Data from the four components of the ARCS model were not only
collected through observations and participant comments, but through a course interest survey
given at the completion of the morning workshops. The following section describes the findings
from the survey for each of the four ARCS components.

Survey Results
The participants completed Keller’s course interest survey (Appendix F) at the
culmination of the morning workshops. Out of the 22 participants who were emailed the survey,
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a total of 18 completed surveys and returned them to the researcher. Of the 20 survey questions,
five questions were associated with each of the four components of the ARCS model: attention,
relevance, confidence, and satisfaction. The participants responded to each question with a 1-5
answer, with 1 corresponding to “not true” and 5 corresponding to “very true.” Figure 16 is a
representation of the results from the survey. In Table 16, the mean and standard deviation for
each component is listed. The mean was derived from taking the average of the five questions
across each of the ARCS components for all 22 participants. Finally, two unsolicited participant
comments on the survey are listed below.

Very True

5

Mostly True

4

Moderately True

3

Slightly True

2

Not True 1
0
Attention

Relevance

Confidence

Figure 16. Survey results.

Satisifaction
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Table 16. Survey Means and Standard Deviation

Mean
Standard Deviation

Attention
3.97
0.95

Relevance
4.32
0.88

Confidence
4.17
0.96

Satisifaction
3.81
0.92

Two participants provided the following two comments at the bottom of the survey. This
was not a formal part of the survey:
• “After the program, I felt like I had learned a lot of new STEM ideas, but I didn’t feel
like anyone recognized my learning.”
• “I think the program was so fun because I saw how the material connected so well with
fun things I enjoy doing anyway.”

Conclusion

Chapter 4 provided the findings from the research. The findings were presented in theme
format, with all themes corresponding to the ARCS model framework for the study. Three
themes were observed for the first three research questions, with two themes for the last research
question. Research findings were analyzed from participant interviews, workshop observations,
program-end survey results, and participant application materials. Chapter 5 will provide a
discussion of the findings, including recommendations for future research.
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this case study was to explore the four components of Keller’s (2010)
ARCS model in the design of one STEM OST program for middle school girls. Specifically, the
case study examined how attention, relevance, confidence, and satisfaction were evidenced in the
program through Saturday morning workshops based on program design and participants’
reactions, as revealed through the findings to the four research questions:
1. How is attention addressed through the STEM OST program design? How is
attention evidenced by middle school girls’ behaviors, reports, and reflections?
2. How is relevance addressed through the STEM OST program design? How is
relevance evidenced by middle school girls’ behaviors, reports, and reflections?
3. How is confidence addressed through the STEM OST program design? How is
confidence evidenced by middle school girls’ behaviors, reports, and reflections?
4. How is satisfaction addressed through the STEM OST program design? How is
satisfaction evidenced by middle school girls’ behaviors, reports, and reflections?
This chapter includes three sections. The first section includes a discussion of each of the
four research questions. The next section includes recommendations for the STEM OST
program. The third and final section includes suggestions for future research. Both the program
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recommendations and suggestions for future research are described for each of the four ARCS
components.

Discussion Related to Attention

Keller (2010) states that situational interest helps students gain and maintain attention.
Many participants in this study already had initial, situational interest in STEM before beginning
the workshops. This initial interest may have been created from parental influence and
encouragement to pursue STEM activities. Numerous parents of participants in the program had
careers as engineers and scientists, which provided a STEM foundation. The last question on the
program application (Appendix A) asked participants to “briefly share why you are interested in
participating in the Saturday morning NIU-EEP workshops.” During workshop conversations
and personal interviews, many participants commented on their parents’ encouragement to
pursue STEM learning. These findings are helpful for program instructors, as they can partner in
STEM education with parents. The research of Eccles (2007) confirms that parents who work in
STEM fields can encourage their children’s STEM experience and create their own scientific
explanations (Crowley & Siegler, 1999). If one of the goals of the program is to increase girls’
future participation in STEM, then program designers and instructors need to ask questions such
as, “Who needs to be reached?” Should girls with no STEM exposure be the focus of
recruitment? In answering these questions, program designers and instructors need to keep in
mind strategies for gaining initial learner attention may look different depending on the
participant’s STEM background.
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The program utilized many strategies to engage the senses of the participants and gain
initial attention through what Hidi and Renninger (2006) refer to as “situational triggered
interest.” Many researchers (Ainley et al., 2002; Hidi et al., 2004; McDaniel et al., 2000) have
concluded that increasing interest can improve learner attention. Keller (2010) suggests that the
perceptual arousal should include novelty, something unexpected by the learners. While the
program did have elements that related to the senses, sights, sounds, smells, there was a lack of
surprise elements Keller describes as key to attracting participants’ curiosity and attention. Keller
(2010) references the work of Berlyne (1965) when he states that perceptual arousal requires
“collative variables which refers to stimulus attributes such as novelty, change, surprisingness,
incongruity, complexity, ambiguity, and indistinctness” (p. 79). The program did not offer
participants many of these collative variables. One example of what Keller refers to as an
attention-getting collative variable would be providing visual examples of student work to
inspire curiosity and creativity in participants. This would help to create attention and develop
autonomy in participants.
A suggestion to increase inquiry arousal is cooperative learning groups. Research has
shown that cooperative learning allows girls to use their verbal and social skills, which are often
needed for them to excel in sciences (Morganson et al., 2010; Subrahmanyan & Bozonie, 1996).
This study adds to the research in support of girls utilizing social skills in a STEM OST setting to
develop motivation. The program offered multiple layers of collaborative learning through high
school mentors, small groups, and large group settings. This ranged in group size from one-onone collaborations with the high school mentors to large group interactions of all 22 participants.
The only element lacking, initially advertised but not evident in the program, was to outside
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participant and professional engineer mentoring. This would have added another collaborative
dimension in which participants could have interacted with others in the STEM field. STEM
mentoring has been shown to develop participants’ “possible selves” schema and helps develop a
relevant medium between content and future aspirations (Packard & Nguyen, 2003).
There were numerous opportunities for the participants to experience a variety of delivery
methods of the STEM content, especially in contexts relevant to female learners. The research
states that females have increased achievement in STEM learning that is rich in verbal,
computational, or socially relevant spheres (Ceci & Williams, 2010a). As discussed, the
workshops consistently offered verbal opportunities through various collaborations. While there
were some examples of required computational work, such as using the meters in the fruit
batteries, more mathematical computations built into the hands-on projects could have benefitted
participants. For example, participants could have calculated the mean, median, and range in
voltage outputs from the fruit batteries, determined distance and rate for their puff cars, and
compared the times taken to complete the Lego lean manufacturing projects.
Ceci and Williams (2010a) also stressed the importance of linking topics to what is
socially relevant to participants. The researcher observed that social relevance was a powerful
component to the ARCS framework, but one that was not readily observed. While the
participants responded positively to the one example of connecting content to real-world
examples in the lean manufacturing activities, the researcher did not observe other examples.
The lean manufacturing presenters used numerous instructional methods, including group
discussion, PowerPoint, and connecting content to socially relevant themes, to reach the
participants. Providing comparisons with visuals between lean manufacturing and closets, cruise
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ships, lockers, and school desks helped participants have a vested interest in the material and
assisted in enriching attention through variability.

Discussion Related to Relevance

This STEM OST program, as with most OST programs, was voluntary. Participants
chose to enroll without any connection to school and without any grade or recognition at the
conclusion of the program. While classroom teachers can use the ARCS framework strategies to
help create environments that promote relevance, the relevance findings in this study were
specific to participants with STEM exposure and higher than average utility value for STEM
upon beginning the program. It is important to note, however, that research supports that linking
content to students’ everyday lives (relevance) increases interest in science for those with lower
expectations for success (Hulleman & Harackiewicz, 2009). Teachers should understand the
backgrounds and intrinsic value students place on STEM areas before beginning a unit or
program. For example, knowledge of parental careers, previous STEM experiences, and attitudes
and beliefs about STEM could help set the pace, direction of study, and rate of instructional
delivery (the amount of information presented to students within a specific time) within a
program. Participants may have low self-efficacy in regards to STEM and may need a program
to be front-loaded with high levels of relevance to create interest (Hulleman & Harackiewicz,
2009). For instance, instructors could show current video clips from a popular movie, play
segments of current music, or read an excerpt from a popular book. Instructors could creatively
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make connections between the relevant material and the STEM topics. This could be achieved
by examining how the special effects in the movie clip use the STEM properties or exploring
different frequencies and sound waves utilized within the music.
Keller (2010) links the motive matching component of the ARCS model to Wigfield and
Eccles’ (2000) value component of their expectancy-value model. Linking the content of the
program with participants’ goals is referred to as increasing utility value. In the program, there
were a few examples of workshop topics that conveyed contextual utility value for middle school
girls. The high school mentors were one powerful example of how to connect STEM learning
and participants. The participants could relate to the mentors, due to both the closeness in age
and similar, in-common STEM experiences from the program. Research has emphasized the
impact of bringing in expert mentors to increase participant utility value (Barab & Hay, 2001;
Bell et al., 2003; Sadler et al., 2010; Wyer, 2003). This study adds to that research. Past research,
however, defines “expert mentor” in various ways. The high school mentors in this program fit
some of those definitions. The mentors were considered “experts” by having previously gone
through the program and acquired the relevant STEM skills. Expert mentors are defined in other
research as degreed professionals working in a STEM-related career.
Keller (1987b) describes familiarity as connecting content to what learners already know
or have experienced. Schiefele (2009) states that one method to achieve familiarity is to assess
learners’ interests and knowledge prior to new academic experiences. This provides a
benchmark to compare knowledge and attitudes both at the beginning and at the conclusion of a
program. The program in the study required an application as part of the admission process. One
section of the application (Appendix A) included open-ended questions that assessed the
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participants’ previous STEM experiences and general STEM-related interests, including future
career aspirations. Having an understanding of the STEM backgrounds of participants can help
program designers and instructors make connections to new content and experiences within the
program. Both school teachers and OST instructors should be interested in this study as it
pertains to creating relevance and utilizing existing relevance to transition learners from what
they know to what they want to know. As mentioned, the research of Hulleman and
Harackiewicz (2009) have shown increased levels of interest for creating relevance for students
with low success expectancies. Students can be assessed to determine the value they place on
STEM prior to STEM learning through pre-tests, interviews, open-ended questions, or a brief
survey. While the application in this program contained some useful questions to assess learners,
the participant responses to these questions were not used within the program to make any
meaningful curriculum or design modifications. One challenge of the motive matching
component of the ARCS framework is having the necessary time to both gather and modify
instruction as a result of participant previous experiences and interests. Program designers in
future STEM OST programs could meet prior to workshops to review participant interests,
experiences, and STEM attitudes. These pre-program meetings could be used to link participant
information with program design features.

Discussion Related to Confidence

Learning requirements to build confidence helps move participants from performance to
mastery goals. One way to achieve this is through questioning techniques to assist participants in
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gaining a deeper understanding of both the immediate objectives of activities and the long-term
benefits of acquiring new skills or concepts. Questions should prompt learners to dig deeper and
should avoid yes or no answers. Asking these types of questions allows participants to develop
what Keller (2000) refers to as “success expectations,” or a mindset that they can achieve the
goals or objectives for the program. Such questions might include, “Explain how you came to
that result?” or “What other strategies might produce the same result?” Another instructional
method to develop positive success expectations is utilizing individual assessment measures to
reflect the girls’ achievements and understanding. These assessments should not be tests or
pass/fail assessments reflecting any negativity, but rather opportunities to reflect growth and to
encourage the girls to pursue ongoing STEM experiences. For instance, participants could refer
back to the goals they had set at the start of the program to acknowledge if they had increased in
their STEM understanding. Also, journals could be integrated into the design of the program to
record participants’ questions. Then, finding answers to those questions in subsequent workshops
would allow participants to reflect on their growth and development.
Mentors, classroom assistants or aides, and parents with students in STEM OST
would benefit from understanding both how to ask deeper level questions and provide small,
frequent assessment measures. While program instructors or classroom teachers are not always
able to assess individual, ongoing progress, mentors, classroom aides, and parents can use these
techniques to better understand learners’ perspectives on STEM and help move them towards a
deeper mastery goal orientation. For example, parents can partner with instructors by asking
questions after lessons that require students to summarize their experiences and discuss what
elements of the lesson were challenging, interesting, or irrelevant. These questions should
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require some thought on the part of the participants and not be reflective of what Brickhouse
(2000) concluded about girls in science classes. He stated, “Teachers rarely call on girls. If they
do, they ask easy questions because they expect less of them” (p. 1). Mentors could also ask
specific questions such as, “What would you like to learn that we have not covered?” “What was
the most interesting part of that workshop?” or “What other STEM opportunities would you like
to investigate?” These questions help participants articulate their ideas and experiences and
reinforce STEM learning (Wang & Degol, 2013).
Weiner (1972) states that the personal responsibility domain is defined as how
participants evaluate their performance as it relates to the distinctions of the task and the efforts
of the participant. For program participants to have ownership and pride in their efforts, leading
to increased motivation through the personal responsibility domain, Deci and Ryan (2008) note
that free choice and autonomy are two necessary conditions. The program did offer autonomy
within the small groups to complete tasks. One challenge with the ARCS framework in this study
was to utilize all of the recommended strategies through the four ARCS domains without
sacrificing free choice and participant autonomy. Many of Keller’s (2010) strategies in the
framework, such as clear objectives, structured questioning, and strategic assessments, can lead
to a rigid, much defined curriculum. A fear, if the program designer is not acutely aware of this
tendency within the framework, is to over-structure the program and not leave room for
Problem solving and free choice activities.
While the program in this study did not use formal assessments, classroom teachers could
structure assessments in such a way to meet ARCS framework objectives and allow for student
autonomy. Learners could choose and develop their own final graded projects within the
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instructors’ parameters to encourage free choice and problem-solving skills. Central in the
instructor’s program design would be to provide a balance between structure and choice. Deci
and Ryan (2008) have concluded that freechoice can lead to increased self-esteem and
motivation. Participants can also partner with mentors or instructors within free-choice
opportunities, as the work of Dierking, Frankel, McCreedy, and Adelman (2002) has shown
increased motivation when students partner with adults in autonomous tasks. For example,
instructors could provide multiple rubrics for final projects. Participants could choose one of
several projects and collaborate with mentors. However, rubrics create structure for participants
by breaking down each assessed component of the individual project. This structure helps keep
learners on task and consistently working towards predetermined goals that instructors have set
to reach the project objectives.

Discussion Related to Satisfaction

Intrinsic reinforcements are the instructional components that allow participants to enjoy
learning for the sake of merely acquiring new skills and knowledge, without fear of penalty or
external rewards or judgments. Below are three instructional strategies to increase intrinsic
reinforcements, previously listed in Chapter 2.
•

Timely and meaningful positive performance feedback (Deci, 1971)

•

Avoidance of threats, deadlines, tangible rewards, and competitive environments
(Reeve & Deci, 1996)
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•

Free choice and self-exploration with content that helps develop autonomy (Ryan
& Grolnick, 1986)

While these three recommendations are provided to work together to promote learner
satisfaction, they seemed difficult to co-exist within the program. As earlier discussed, free
choice was not offered in depth to participants. Deadlines, however, were necessary under the
time constraints of the program. Future STEM programs, in classrooms or OST in nature, need to
establish methods to offer both free choice and structure that does not inhibit the creativity of
learners. The program did not encourage competition between participants or between small
groups. The lack of formal assessments such as tests or graded projects helped to create a
collaborative atmosphere for the participants. However, the lack of assessments and graded
material made it challenging for instructors and mentors to provide individualized feedback.
Therefore, instructors should strongly consider finding ways to provide personalized and
frequent feedback for participants, even when formal assessments are not present. This could
include personalized notes of encouragement during workshops from both instructors and
mentors. For instance, if journals were utilized for participants to record their thoughts after
workshops, instructors and/or mentors could respond with personalized responses to those
entries. Research has shown that praise should be meaningful and geared towards an effort and
development, as opposed to praising a stagnant intelligence or simply “being smart” (Dweck,
2007). Praise from instructors might then look like, “I am so glad, Mary, that you persevered to
figure that out,” instead of, “You were so smart to know that, Mary.”
Extrinsic rewards focus on outward strategies to recognize learners’ achievements and
developments in the program, such as praise, certificates, and personal recognitions. While the
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program focused more on intrinsic motivations through inquiry-based learning and interesting
relevant topics, there were some examples of praise and recognitions, both in the workshops and
on the program website. This occurred through large group praise after the completion of
projects. The program website also recognized individual achievements in science fairs and local
STEM competitions. Again, personalizing these recognitions for learners should be the goal of
instructors in future STEM OST programs.

Recommendations for STEM OST Programs for Girls and Future Research

The following recommendations are focused on the program researched in this study, but
they may also be applied to other STEM OST programs for girls. Program recommendations are
addressed first followed by those related to future research. The recommendations are divided
into the four ARCS components, beginning with attention.

Attention Program Recommendations

Two recommendations are proffered to gain and maintain participants’ attention in future
NIU-EEP and other STEM programs for girls. First, the program should introduce new concepts
in surprising ways that create curiosity for learners. In fact, Halpern (2003) states that initial
curiosity should be a central focus for all math and science programs for girls. This includes
building up suspense to new projects through the instructor’s use of story-telling, sensory input,
or questioning techniques. The stories and examples that the instructors or presenters use must be
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linked to participants’ interests, integrating language that they can understand and relate to. For
example, instructors could reference popular kids’ movies, books, or other appropriate media in
introducing a new concept. The instructor should also ask probing questions that create
confusion among participants, which in turn causes them to seek out answers and create their
own understanding. For instance, instructors could ask participants why something works such
as, “How do light bulbs turn on when your lamp is plugged in?” “What causes balloons filled
with helium to rise?” or “How is it safe to eat fruits that can make a bulb light up”? The topics
should not be immediately presented to participants. Rather, topics should be presented after
suspense has been created and participants have had an opportunity to sit in small groups to
ponder and write down initial ideas and/or questions before the instructor continues to introduce
the main topic.
The second program recommendation focuses on helping participants gain and maintain
attention in order to link projects and topics to socially relevant themes in their lives. Socially
relevant could be anything that relates to the participants’ schools, home lives, friends, or
community. These social areas then could connect to STEM disciplines, such as science. While
boys tend to gravitate towards the engineering and physics topics, Fadigan and Hammrich (2004)
revealed that girls find more social relevance in biological sciences tied to their experiences.
Participants connected with the Alice programming because it was similar to applications they
already knew or played on their tablets or computers at home and with friends. Connecting more
of the topics to current trends for middle school girls could help create a link that would enhance
attention.
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Attention Future Research Recommendations

The following is a recommendation for a future study to increase participant attention in
STEM OST programs, thus increasing overall motivation. Specifically, future researchers should
consider examining mentoring programs for girls in STEM. Limited research exists on how to
structure such mentoring (Boscia, 2013; Holmes et al., 2012; Packard & Nguyen, 2003). Future
research studies could focus on an examination of relationships that participants develop with
outside engineers, both during and after program hours. Past studies have revealed that these
relationships can assist in promoting general STEM interest in students (Brotman & Moore,
2008; Carlone, 2004; Zohar & Bronshtein, 2005). Studies may also explore relationships
participants have with “expert mentors” in the specific area of the OST program. Research
suggests that interactions with expert mentors may be another variable to increase attention
(Barab & Hay, 2001; Bell et al., 2003; Sadler et al., 2010; Wyer, 2003). The program did a great
job of incorporating some elements of successful mentoring. However, the researcher did not
have enough time or direction from the research questions to focus on numerous intricacies of
mentoring that a future study could explore.

Relevance Program Recommendations

The first recommendation to increase program relevance is to be more intentional about
linking activities to responses on the application. The researcher did not observe many examples
of instructors linking previous participant experiences to new material. As relevance is a critical
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component within the ARCS framework, Keller (1987a) stated that teachers should always be
asking, “How can I tie instruction to the learners’ experiences?” For example, one question on
the program application asked, “Explain why you would like to become an engineer? What about
it interests you?” Using participants’ responses to these questions within workshops could
provide a meaningful transition to introducing new material. For example, one participant in the
program listed she wanted to be an environmental engineer to find new ways to recycle. As part
of future programs, there could be a group discussion about the types of recyclable materials
used for each activity to incorporate various interests. Another participant stated that she “would
like to be a mechanical engineer because I like to build things and know why parts fit and work
together.” For the puff car workshop, the program could include brief discussions about the
various materials used and how they structurally might work together to create relevance for this
type of learner. The opportunity to add in small, meaningful conversations about the same topics
of study is one way to make the material more relevant to all learners and increase overall
content utility value for participants.
The second recommendation for the program would be to increase utility value by
strategically linking each workshop topic to a relevant example or theme in middle school girls’
lives. To assess what topics or areas are important in middle school girls’ lives, Schiefele (2009)
stated that teachers should survey participants prior to instruction to determine what is socially
relevant to them. For instance, the fruit battery workshop could explore multiple devices that
middle school girls use, such as curling irons, rollers, electronic devices, all which require
different voltage levels to operate. They could then make connections between those items and
the voltage derived from the different fruits and vegetables using their multimeters. This would
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provide increased relevance by linking concepts to familiar experiences that hold value for the
girls. There were many opportunities to link content to what was socially relevant to participants
to increase interest. Social relevance for middle school girls could include popular media such as
songs and albums, TV shows, and popular actors and movies. Socially relevant could also reflect
electronic gadgets such as iphones, imovies, MP3 players, or many video gaming devices and
systems. Linking content to what middle school girls already spend time using or discussing is
another practical way the program could have increased content relevance.
Participants could also have increased utility value through experiences both before and
after the guest speaker event. For instance, they could spend small group time creating lists of
questions to ask speakers or listing their own aspirations for high school classes, college majors,
and potential careers. This prep time would allow participants time to better link their interests
and questions to a specific speaker or topic and provide a more focused speaker event experience
for the girls. Along with increasing motive matching through increased utility value, participants
could also increase relevance through familiarity.

Relevance Future Research Recommendations

There is much research that suggests that motivation is increased when content is linked
to socially relevant themes among participants (Ceci & Wlliams, 2010a; Chabeli, 2008; Ferreira,
2001; Kozoll & Osborne, 2004; Subrahmayan & Bozonie, 1996). Future studies might examine
the connection between participants’ motivation and the social relevance of either the topic itself
or in how the topic was presented. Specifically for STEM OST programs, a gender study might
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explore what topics are more socially relevant to girls versus boys. While social relevance links
content to what is currently important to participants, future usefulness of content has also been
linked to increased motivation in STEM learning (Assor et al., 2002; Carlone & Johnson, 2007;
Schiefele, 2009). Future research might compare students’ motivational reactions to both socially
relevant topics versus ones with high future utility value. This would allow researchers to
decipher what content areas might result in more immediate motivation to pursue STEM and
those that would have a more lasting, long-term focus for learners. One disadvantage of the
ARCS framework is the numerous components to research within one study. Detail and
background information for each component can be lost when observing motivation through the
lens of all four ARCS components. Each of the four components, including social relevance in
this example, could be a detailed research study on its own.

Confidence Program Recommendations

The program did have some examples of high-level questioning. For example, the
instructor started several workshops by prompting participants’ recollections of the previous
workshop to enhance transition. She asked questions that required more in-depth answers that
went beyond simple “yes” or “no” responses, such as, “What did you take away from the last
workshop?” or “What was the hardest part about completing the tasks?” There was, however,
little questioning that occurred during the activities/projects. Once participants were allowed to
break into small groups, the mentors would circulate to help if the girls were really stuck, but
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they never prompted questions about what they were doing or why they were doing it. By
integrating more questioning while the participants were manipulating the materials for the
projects would encourage such discourse. Dweck (2007) concluded that teachers and mentors
should engage in conversations that encourage students’ work and effort, not that they are
“good” or “smart.” Meaningfully praise and discussion of students’ dedication and progress
encourage lasting motivation.
Another recommendation to increase individual autonomy and free choice would be to
allow participants to construct projects and utilize hand-on materials. While this was a common
experience in small groups, the participants did not have many chances to make individual
decisions. Individual projects could help increase pride, a sense of success through the
affirmation of their own accomplishments from instructors and mentors.
The final confidence recommendation is to increase free choice opportunities for
individuals. One suggestion would be to allow groups to have more than one option or finished
product that would utilize the same concepts and skills but allow for more creativity and
increased link to individual interests. Marshall and Weinstein (1986) revealed that free-choice
activities can encourage diversity in assessments and can deter girls from socially comparing
themselves to their peers. These comparisons have been shown to increase girls’ feelings of
inadequacy. For instance, for the puff cars workshop, participants could begin by exploring a
variety of materials to build different types of vehicles to test. These could include boats in
water, flying airplanes, and the utilized cars. Then they could use their findings from the
different constructions to build similar puff cars to race. Opportunities for participants to
increase their independence in individualized projects could help enforce this idea of autonomy.
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Confidence Future Research Recommendations

Studies have shown that female students, especially middle school girls, do better in
school academically when they are encouraged to use verbal skills (Cohen et al., 1996; TylerWood, 1993). However, research also suggests that girls excel in STEM programs when they are
encouraged to use computational skills (Halpern, 2003; Trentacosta & Kenney, 1997). Future
studies might examine the balance between verbal and computational skills utilized in STEM
programs. Specifically, future researchers could explore what outlets, verbal or computational,
result in what types of motivational responses. The questions, “How do participants use verbal
skills to increase motivation in the STEM program?” and “What types of computational skills are
utilized that aid in participants’ motivation in the STEM program?” might be addressed as part of
this type of study. Jones et al. (2000) found that the more opportunities for learners to work with
hands-on materials, the greater the motivation and performance. Another study might focus on
examining how participants use described verbal and computational skills differently based on
various hands-on materials they utilize in the program. Specific research questions in this type
of study might be, “What hands-on materials promote verbal skills?” and “What hands-on
materials promote computational skills?” A study that merges research on verbal skills,
computational skills, and hands-on materials might provide insights into the specifics of
promoting confidence in STEM learners.
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Satisfaction Program Recommendations

When participants are autonomously motivated, they have a feeling of freedom (high
volition) and perceive their own decision-making capacity (Reeve et al., 2003). Participants in
the program, as discussed in the personal responsibility section, had opportunities to work
independently and make some personal instructional choices. To increase volition, the program
could offer the participants additional opportunities to make decisions. For example, while the
Lego simulation allowed freedom to assign roles and carry them out as they felt best represented
the concept of lean manufacturing, they were operating within the parameters of the pre-designed
simulation. This was also true of most workshop activities. One future workshop could allow
participants to create their own simulation after the pre-designed activity. This would increase
their autonomy, decision-making abilities, and explore many free-choice options. A balance
between large group, small group, and individualized projects should be offered to address the
learning styles of all girls. While some girls thrived in the socialization offered in group settings,
others desired the independence and autonomy that resulted from individual work.
To increase the effectiveness of extrinsic rewards for individual participants, a program
recommendation would be for both instructors/mentors and participants to spend more time
getting to know each other. Learning names and some personal facts about each other could
prompt more individualized praise and recognitions. When instructors and mentors address
participants by name, the focuses of the praise is on participant-specific behaviors. Also, when
participants feel connected and more personally invested with each other, the meaning and
weight of the praise and recognition from one another increases in value. Deci (1971) found that
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consistent positive feedback to participants can increase intrinsic motivation. Within the
program, mentors provided feedback to small groups with general comments such as “good
work,” or “nice job.” It would be helpful to include individual feedback as well. With numerous
participants, it is challenging to know all of the participants’ names at the beginning of the
workshops. As time progressed throughout the year, the instructor and mentors could provide
individual positive feedback by referring to the participants by name with specific feedback. For
example, instead of repeatedly using “nice job,” mentors could state, “I like how you used those
materials to complete the task, Patty.” This would allow intrinsic reinforcements to be specific
and individualized to increase satisfaction and motivation. Praise should promote challenge and
growth, with feedback such as, “Mary, you have worked hard to develop that idea over time.”
Praise should not, however, enforce pre-set intelligences, such as, “Mary, you must be a natural
scientist to know that” (Dweck, 2007).

Satisfaction Future Research Recommendations

Participants in academic settings are encouraged and motivated when they receive timely,
consistent praise and feedback on their progress and products (Brickhouse, 2000; Deci, 1971;
Halpern, 2003). Feedback can take the form of simple verbal responses and reactions to
participants’ work but can also be a more formal, written assessment or participant selfreflection. Research has shown that opportunities for learners to have numerous and various
types of assessment, including self-assessments, can increase overall motivation (Kahle & Rogg,
1996; Reeve & Deci, 1996; Stiggins, 1999). A mixed-methods study of participants in STEM
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OST programs might examine both the number and types of feedback and praise and also how
participants responded to that feedback and praise. Feedback in this study would then include all
instructor and participants’ assessments. Researchers might look at the relationships between
specific feedback and the motivational responses from participants.

Conclusion

This chapter included a discussion of the findings for each of the four research questions,
described program recommendations for the four ARCS components, and provided suggestions
for future research. This qualitative study examined middle school girls’ reactions and responses
to various program design elements in an effort to better understand motivation through Keller’s
(2010) ARCS framework. While many other elements of motivation exist, the ARCS framework
in the study specifically looked at attention, relevance, confidence, and satisfaction. The
overarching goal of the study was to better understand how the program design elements and
participants’ reactions to them can help shape future STEM OST programs to increase
motivation. This goal of increasing motivation for girls in STEM OST programs is just one path
to increase the number of female STEM graduates and professionals and remain globally
competitive.
After reflecting on the findings and discussion from this study, I am convinced that the
middle school girls from the program had both the desire to learn STEM concepts and the drive
to apply them in their future aspirations, be it in future STEM programs, classes, or careers. The
girls asked insightful questions, collaborated intensely, and revealed a passion for STEM
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learning that combats the negative stereotypes of girls in mathematics and science. When
provided with the right setting and mentors in STEM learning, the girls were comfortable to ask
questions and take charge of their own learning. They were not content to acquire mere formulas
or facts but were driven to acquire the meaning behind the concepts, to pursue the answer to the
“why” questions.
The one element of the program that stands out to the researcher is the impact of the
relationships developed between the participants and the mentors. The mentors provided a
powerful bridge between the participants and the STEM concepts. They were perceived by
participants in two ways. First, they seemed similar to participants because they had recently
gone through the same program and were somewhat close in age to the middle school girls. This
helped make mentors relatable and approachable. However, they also had superior knowledge of
the STEM concepts and provided insightful knowledge within the workshops. This provided
them with a level of authority and respect within the program. Participant and mentor
relationships are what seemed to propel the program along. The researcher was drawn to the
development of middle school STEM learning for girls in the overall program, but specifically
through the context of these mentor-participant relationships. Brickhouse (2000) was earlier
quoted as stating that “girls are alienated by science” (p. 1). Mentor relationships within the
STEM program help diminish this alienation and create lasting partnerships. Ongoing, positive
role models and mentors in the lives of these middle school girls will hopefully encourage them
in their life-long pursuit of STEM learning.
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Dear Parent(s)/Guardian(s),
During the Enhancing Engineering Pathways (EEP) Program, your child/ward will have the opportunity
to be part of a research project. I am requesting your permission to ask your child/ward some questions
about her ideas about and reactions to various components of the program as part of a research study
entitled, A Case Study of Middle School Girls Involved in a STEM OST Program.
The purpose if this study is to analyze instructional design components of one STEM OST program for
middle school girls through the lens of the ARCS Motivational Model. Your child/ward’s participation
would consist of answering a few short-answer survey questions at the culmination of the Saturday
workshops on May 17, 2014. This survey should take no longer than 20 minutes to complete. Your
child/ward may also be asked to participate in three short interviews lasting no longer than 15 minutes
each. Interviews would occur on February 1, 2014, April 5, 2014, and May 17, 2014. Observations will
also take place during all Saturday workshops from 9 am until 11 am, beginning February 1, 2014
through May 17, 2014.The focus of these observations will be on the motivational results of various
program design elements.
All information for this study will remain confidential. Each student will be given a pseudonym to
protect confidentiality.
Participation in this research study is voluntary. I hope you will allow your child/ward to be part of this
study by signing below. Your child/ward will also be informed of this study and her assent will be
requested. Your child/ward can withdraw from the study at any time without penalty.
If you have questions or need further clarification regarding this study, please contact The Office of
Research Compliance and Integrity at NIU at (815) 753-8588. You may also contact me or the Chair of
my Dissertation Committee at Northern Illinois University.
Andrea Holba

Elizabeth A. Wilkins, Ph. D.

Doctorate Candidate

Professor

Northern Illinois University

Department of LEPF

Phone: 630-428-3142

Phone: 815-753-8458

E-mail: andreaholba@yahoo.com

E-mail: ewilkins@niu.edu

I understand that my consent to allow my child/ward to participate in this project does not constitute a
waiver of any legal rights or redress I might have as a result of my participation, and I acknowledge that I
have received a copy of this consent form.
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Signature of Parent/Guardian

Date

I agree to allow my child/ward to be recorded with a digital voice recorder during workshops and
during individual interviews.

Signature of Parent/Guardian

Date
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Dear Student,
My name is Andrea Holba, and I am a graduate student at Northern Illinois University. You
have been invited to take part in a research study. The purpose of this study is to analyze
instructional design components of one OST STEM program for middle school girls through the
lens of the ARCS Motivational Model.
If you choose to be part of this study, you will be asked to take a short interview lasting
approximately 15 minutes and answer a few short answer survey questions at the end of the
program lasting approximately 20 minutes. If you participate, you will also be observed at
Saturday morning workshops throughout the school year. The focus of these observations will be
on the motivational results of various program design elements. Observations will occur at each
Saturday morning EEP workshop from 9 am until 11 am, beginning February 1, 2014 through
May 17, 2014.
Your participation is optional and you may withdraw from the study at any time without penalty.
All data collected during this study will remain confidential and no participants will be identified
using names, as pseudonyms will be used to provide confidentiality. The researcher will be the
only one with access to any data collected.
If you need further clarification, please have your parent/guardian contact Andrea Holba at
(630)-428-3142 or Dr. Elizabeth Wilkins at (815)-753-8458.
If you wish further information about your rights as a participant in a research study, please
contact the Office of Research Compliance at Northern Illinois University at (815)-753-8588.

Thank you,
Andrea Holba
I would like to participate in this study

Signature of Participant

Date

I agree to be recorded during the individual interview

Signature of Participant

Date
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Initial Interview Protocol:
1. How did you decide to apply for this program? (A)
3. What other STEM activities have you participated in? (R/S)
4. Are there any STEM role models in your home or neighborhood? (R)
5. Do many of your friends have an interest in STEM? (R)
6. What makes STEM interesting to you? (R/C/S)

Middle Interview Protocol:
1. What have you learned about in this program? (S)
2. What parts of the program got you the most excited? Why? (A)
3. What part of the program provided the biggest challenge(s) for you? Why? (C/S)
4. What topics covered in the program did you find the most interesting and why? (R)
5. What part of the program might your friends (not in the program) find interesting? (A/R)
6. Describe the help that was available to you in the program (e.g. high school mentors, SWE
mentors, instructors) (C) Was this assistance helpful? Why or why not? (C)

Final Interview Protocol:
1. How do you think would you have learned in the program may be useful to you in the future?
(R)
2. Do you feel confident that you will continue to do well in engineering? (C)
3. What opportunities within the program helped you understand the material the best? (C)
4. What have you accomplished in the program? (S)
5. What profession do you think you might pursue in college/after college? (R/S)
6. Do you think you will continue in STEM activities/programs? (S) Why or why not? (S)
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NIU-EEP Program Observation Recording Form

Time Description of Activity

Workshop Topic:

On task
1-4

Mark as A,
R, C, or S in
framework

Date:

Describe instances of A, R, C, or S.
Include relevant direct quotes Note
tone (e.g., sarcastic, supportive,
frustrated, etc.)

** On Task: 1 = Fully engaged and on task, 2 = Mostly engaged and on task, 3 = Slightly
distracted or engaged ,4 = Completely off-task
SOURCE: Schmidt, J. A., Shumow, L., & Durik, A. (2011). Incremental Mindset and Utility for Science Learning
and Engagement (IMUScLE) Project. Unpublished grant proposal funded by National Science Foundation.
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Program Interest Survey
There are 20 statements in this questionnaire. Please think about each statement in relation to the
EEP Program you just completed and think about how true it is. Give the answer that truly
applies to you, and not what you would like to be true, or what you think others want to hear.
Record your answers on the sheet provided.
Use the following values to indicate your response to each item:
1 = Not True
2 = Slightly True
3 = Moderately True
4 = Mostly True
5 = Very True

_____1. The instructor made us feel enthusiastic about the subject matter of this program.
_____2. The things I learned in this program will be useful to me.
_____3. I was confident I would do well in this program.
_____4. The instructor made the content of the program seem important to me.
_____5. Whether I succeeded or not in this program was up to me.
_____6. The instructor created suspense when building up to a point.
_____7. I feel that this program gave me a lot of satisfaction.
_____8. I tried to set and achieve high standards of excellence in the program.
_____9. I felt like my progress was fair compared to others in the program.
____10.The other participants in the program seemed curious about the subject matter.
____11. I enjoyed working on tasks within the program.
____12. I am pleased with the instructor’s evaluation of my work in the program.
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____13. I feel satisfied with what I am learning in the program.
____14. The instructor did surprising things that made the program interesting.
____15. The participants were actively involved in the program.
____16. The instructor used a variety of interesting teaching techniques.
____17. I believed that I would be successful in the program if I tried hard enough
____18. The personal benefits of participating in this program are clear to me.
____19. The challenges were just right in the program, not too easy or too hard.
____20. I received enough feedback to know how well I was doing in the program.
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GUEST SPEAKER BIOGRAPHIES
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APPENDIX H

SIMULATION ROLES: LEAN MANUFACTURING LEGO PROJECT
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